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The ability of bacteria to respond to the ever changing environmental conditions they 
encounter requires the utilization of a broad range of colonization and survival strategies. 
One of the most important and probably least understood factors determining bacterial 
activity in terrestrial habitats is water availability. The goal of this dissertation research was 
to identify traits that contribute to maintaining a functional cell envelope when cells are 
dehydrated, which will help us to assess the scope of physiological changes necessary for 
growth in low-water-content habitats. The primary objective was to identify genes that are 
specifically regulated by dehydration (matric stress), and not by a thermodynamically-
equivalent solute (osmotic) stress. We used transposon mutagenesis combined with a 
screen to identify genes in the soil and rhizosphere colonizing Pseudomonas putida strain 
mt-2. Although some of the water deprivation-controlled {wdc) genes were regulated by 
growth phase, temperature, or toluene exposure, most were specifically induced by matric 
stress, indicating that bacteria respond differently to a matric stress than to a solute stress. 
The knowledge of the function of these matric stress-regulated wdc genes allowed us to 
develop a model of tolerance mechanisms necessary for growth and survival in water-limited 
environments. Moreover, we found that most wdc loci contributed to survival in low-water-
content habitats. One of the identified wdc genes encodes a putative periplasmic 
lysophospholipase, indicating that dehydration stress disrupts membrane integrity. We 
determined that lysophospholipids (LPL) accumulated in the wild type when grown under 
matric stress conditions, but not when grown in the absence of stress or under solute stress 
conditions. In contrast, the putative lysophospholipase-deficient mutant accumulated LPL 
even in the absence of a matric stress, indicating that this periplasmic lysophospholipase 
removes LPL. Exogenously supplied LPL was toxic to P. putida and the mutant was more 
sensitive than the wild type to LPL. Finally, we observed that biofilm cells are more 
desiccation-tolerant than planktonic cells and that matric stress is more stressful to cells 
than solute stress. 
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Bacteria in soils are periodically or routinely exposed to a variety of changing 
environmental conditions, such as extreme fluctuations in temperature, availability of 
nutrients and water, and the presence of toxic compounds produced naturally or from 
anthropogenic sources (pollutants). The ability of bacteria to respond to these ever changing 
environmental conditions by necessity requires the utilization of a broad range of 
colonization and survival strategies. Given the complexity of the soil habitat, the question 
arises how soil bacteria are able to successfully colonize a particular habitat and what 
spectrum of strategies they employ for growth and survival. This is particularly important for 
bacteria residing in soils contaminated with organic pollutants (e.g. toluene), since they will 
consistently be exposed to one or more stresses simultaneously, which potentially impacts 
their ability to degrade those compounds. It is conceivable that regulatory hierarchies 
responding to physical environmental stressors and the adaptive responses they direct 
overlap with those employed for responding to organic pollutants. Of the six environmental 
factors implicated as critical determinants of pollutant degradation (nutrient status, 
temperature, pH, redox potential, oxygen and soil water availability), one of the most 
important, and probably least understood, is water availability. In saturated conditions, the 
total water potential (^ free energy potential of water) is reduced mainly by the presence of 
solutes (solute potential), while in unsaturated conditions the main component of total water 
potential is mainly reduced by the sorption to surfaces (matric potential). These reductions in 
water potential create stress on bacteria, but bacteria likely respond to these two kinds of 
stresses differently. 
Advances in furthering our understanding of the properties necessary for bacterial 
survival in water-limited environments has generally relied on predictive approaches. That is 
that the investigators "predict" which physiological property (e.g. exopolysaccharides) is 
important for bacterial growth and survival in low-water content habitats and design studies 
experimentally to assess that possibility. Alternatively, an unbiased approach to identify 
traits important for growth and survival in water-limited environments which does not rely on 
the prediction of important traits has not been extensively pursued. Typically, these are 
genetic approaches (transposon mutagenesis) combined with a selection or screen to 
identify genes that possibly contribute to bacterial fitness in water-limited environments. The 
goal of this dissertation research was to employ an unbiased approach to identify traits that 
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contribute to maintaining a functional cell envelope, which will help us to assess the scope 
of physiological changes necessary for growth in low-water-content habitats and the 
processes that may relieve dehydration-mediated damage. The primary objective pursued in 
this dissertation was to identify genes encoding cell envelope constituents, which are 
specifically regulated by matric stress, and not by a thermodynamically-equivalent solute 
stress. The knowledge of which genes are induced under low-water-content will allows us to 
develop of a model of tolerance mechanisms necessary for growth and survival in water-
limited environments. Furthermore, we evaluated these genes in a desiccation tolerance 
assay to assess their effect on bacterial fitness. We subsequently assessed the function of 
one of the identified genes and characterized a putative lysophospholipase, which allowed 
us to explore how dehydrating conditions may affect membrane integrity. As a model for 
these studies, we used Pseudomonas putida strain mt-2, which harbors the toluene-
catabolic plasmid (pWWO). P. putida is a common resident of bulk soil and the rhizosphere, 
where it is routinely exposed to fluctuations in environmental factors. Therefore, this 
bacterium must be well-suited to colonize the changing niches of the soil by successfully 
inducing tolerance mechanisms, making it an ideal organism to study its response to water-
limited conditions. 
Dissertation organization 
The dissertation is divided into five chapters. The first chapter provides an overview 
of current literature of the field and provides relevant background information to the following 
research chapters. Chapter 2 is a published article (Mol. Microbiol. (2004) 52:735-750) in 
which we described on the generation and characterization of water deprivation-controlled 
(wdc) loci identified by transposon mutagenesis that are regulated by matric stress but not 
by solute stress. By characterizing the differential expression patterns of those loci in 
response to a variety of environmental stressors, we were able to determine which of those 
gene products contributes to desiccation tolerance and surface growth properties when 
water availability may influence bacterial fitness. We present our findings in the context of 
the putative function of the wdc genes to facilitate matric stress adaptation model 
development. 
In chapter 3 we focused on a matric stress-inducible gene encoding a putative 
lysophospholipase, allowing us to explore the consequences of lysophospholipid 
accumulation and the need for their removal in water-limited conditions. To the best of our 
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knowledge, we provide the first evidence demonstrating that lysophospholipids accumulate 
in water-limited environments, that they are toxic to P. putida, and that their removal is 
essential for long-term survival in water-limited habitats. 
The fourth chapter presents studies examining the differential tolerance of planktonic 
and biofllm cells to desiccation stress. This material was a major component of a manuscript 
that I co-authored and that has been accepted for publication in the journal Biofilms. This 
research was initiated to develop an assay to assess the contribution of the wdc loci to 
dehydration/desiccation tolerance. In developing those assays we observed that there was 
differential tolerance of biofilms and planktonic cells to desiccation stress. To the best of our 
knowledge, we provide the first direct evidence that the biofilm growth form confers 
enhanced tolerance to a physical stressor. In the past, enhanced tolerance has been 
inferred primarily from studies using chemical agents or by disrupting intact biofilms. 
General conclusions and future directions are presented in chapter 5. Several 
appendices are also included and follow the main chapters: Appendix A, graphs of 
wdcwphoA reporter gene expression profiles and desiccation tolerance of wdc strains; 
Appendix B, sequence of mini-Tn5-'p/?oA; Appendix C, genomic context of wdc genes; 
Appendix D, preliminary study quantifying the amount of EPS made by strain wdc 167 (algA) 
in response to matric and solute stress. 
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Chapter 1. Literature review - Bacterial growth and survival under 
low-water content conditions 
Various environmental factors are important for bacterial activity and survival. Six 
factors are considered to be critical for successful biodégradation, and are likely critical for 
plant growth-promotion and biocontrol as well. The factors, termed the Magic Six (Holden 
and Firestone, 1997), include nutrient status (type of nutrients and quantity), temperature, 
pH, redox potential, oxygen availability and soil water availability (Freckman, 1986; Sims et 
al., 1993). One of the most important factors influencing bacterial activity in terrestrial 
habitats is water availability, since bacteria frequently encounter fluctuations in water 
availability ranging from water-saturated to water-limited conditions (Harris, 1980). The rate 
of drying also influences bacterial survival, since faster desiccation rates are more 
detrimental than slow desiccation rates (Marshall, 1964; Bushby and Marshall, 1977b; a; c; 
Jansen van Rensburg and Strijdom, 1980). Many microorganisms are able to adapt to these 
widely varying conditions in water availability. Many fungi and Gram-positive bacteria can 
form protective resting structures called spores, awaiting more favorable water levels 
(Crowe et al., 1997). However, non-sporeforming microorganisms are able to survive long, 
dry periods. This means that non-sporeforming microorganisms must employ a repertoire of 
tolerance mechanisms that allow them to avoid or minimize dehydration-mediated damage 
that can occur periodically or routinely in various habitats. 
Bacterial growth forms 
Bacteria in terrestrial habitats generally grow in aggregates enmeshed in a self-
generated exopolymeric matrix forming a biofilm community, much like those described in 
medical and aquatic environments (Costerton et al., 1995). The physiology of biofilm cells is 
markedly different from planktonic cells due to differentially expressed genes (Prigent-
Combaret et al., 1999; Sauer and Camper, 2001). Changes in expression patterns in biofilm 
cells suggest a redirection of cellular metabolism, altered transport, up-regulation of 
exopolysaccharide, pili and curli production, and repression of flagellar synthesis compared 
to planktonic cells (Prigent-Combaret et al., 1999). When cells grow as a biofilm these 
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changes in gene expression render that the resident cells can become more resistance to 
antimicrobial agents than their planktonic counterparts (Mah and O'Toole, 2001). 
Water availability 
Bacteria in terrestrial habitats that grow as biofilms may be saturated with water after 
a rain, but more frequently they are unsaturated and covered by a water film that varies in 
thickness depending on environmental conditions. Under saturated conditions the total 
water potential, defined as the chemical potential of water in a system relative to pure water, 
is almost exclusively determined by the solute potential due to solutes in the water. Matric 
forces affect the chemical potential of water that is held by adhesion or by capillary effects to 
surfaces. The influence of matric forces on the total water potential becomes greater when 
water is physically removed from a system through drainage or evaporation (Papendick and 
Campbell, 1980). The removal of water also leads to an increase in the solute concentration 
and hence a decrease in the solute potential. As matric and solute potentials become more 
negative, the free energy of water is reduced further, limiting bacterial growth and survival 
(Harris, 1980). 
Effect of water availability on bacteria 
Bacterial fitness is compromised by both forms of water stress, since both solute and 
matric potential create a water potential difference between the external and internal 
environment of a cell. With a solute potential, bacteria are bathed in water and experience a 
water potential difference across the inner membrane, since the solutes are outer 
membrane-permeable. However, in water-limited conditions cells become desiccated and 
likely experience a water potential difference across the entire cellular envelope in Gram-
negative bacteria, since the availability of water is reduced through sorption onto surfaces 
that are membrane-impermeable (Harris, 1980). Consequences of physical dehydration to 
cell envelope constituents are that periplasmic and membrane proteins become denatured 
and that membrane integrity is compromised. Although these dehydration effects may also 
occur with solute stress, they are not as severe since salt is not as an efficient dehydrating 
agent. It is therefore likely that bacteria respond to matric and solute stress differently. 
Despite the fundamental role that solute and matric components of water potential play as 
selective factors in the microbial ecology of terrestrial habitats, little is known about the 
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mechanisms that bacteria employ for responding to the dominant form of water deprivation 
in these habitats, matric stress. 
Experimental approach to study matric stress 
Terrestrial habitats, such as in soil or on the leaf surface, are heterogeneous in 
nature. Small niches, rich in nutrients and with plenty of water may sustain bacterial growth, 
while a short distance away a virtual desert wasteland exists, inhospitable to bacterial 
growth because of the lack of nutrients and water and harsh environmental conditions. The 
presence of water strongly affects the growth and survival of bacteria, since the amount of 
water affects the diffusion of solutes to and from bacteria, gas exchange, active bacterial 
motility and bacterial movement through bulk water flow. 
To study the effect of reduced matric potential on bacterial survival in soils, soil 
samples with lowered water potentials are frequently used (Wilson and Griffin, 1975; Hartel 
and Alexander, 1986; Liddell and Parke, 1989; Rattray et al., 1992; Meikle et al., 1995; 
Schjonning et al., 2003; Pesaro et al., 2004). For experiment preparation, soil samples are 
saturated and subsequently dried to generate samples with different water contents. 
However, due to the heterogeneous nature of soil, different bacterial subpopulations may 
experience different conditions and many factors may confound the influence of matric 
potential and obscure the interpretation of obtained results. Therefore, soils are often 
structurally disturbed by sieving to breakdown aggregates and to create a more 
homogeneous sample. However, due to the lack of significant bulk water flow under low-
water content conditions, nutrients may become limiting to bacterial growth in certain areas, 
while they are plentiful in other places. Although these studies provide useful insights into 
bacterial behavior under water-limited conditions, they may not reflect microbial activities as 
they occur in intact soil samples (Schjonning et al., 1999). 
To overcome the heterogeneity in soil samples while assessing the effect of low-
water-content on bacteria, atmospheres with a reduced relative humidity have been used to 
desiccate bacteria by incubating them in glass jars over a saturated salt solution or by drying 
them in an oven. These experiments have been used to screen for desiccation tolerance of 
Rhizobium species (Hartel and Alexander, 1986; Mary et al., 1986). A key limitation of this 
approach is that water contents and potentials are dynamic, thus complicating our ability to 
attribute a particular adaptive trait to a particular water stress regime. Moreover, it is difficult 
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to establish water contents and potentials reflective of conditions bacteria frequently 
encounter in semi-arid or temperate soils. 
Alternatively, desiccating agents can be added directly to culture media to lower the 
amount of free water, such as high molecular weight polyethylene glycol (PEG), an inert, 
nonionic, long-chain polymer that cannot permeate bacterial cell membranes (Harris, 1980; 
Steuter et al., 1981; McAneney et al., 1982; Busse and Bottomley, 1989; Reid and Rand, 
1997; Halverson and Firestone, 2000). Because PEGs are hygroscopic and bind water 
tightly, they can lower the amount of free water in media, while nutrients can still diffuse 
toward bacteria, vastly reducing the potential for nutrient limitations. Bacteria can be readily 
cultivated on plates or in liquid media amended with various concentrations of PEG to 
achieve the desired water potential. Ethanol has also been used to impose desiccation 
stress on cells. However, ethanol also permeates and disrupts cell membrane structure and 
function, which complicates its use as a dehydrating agent (Weber and de Bont, 1996; 
Bernhardt et al., 1997; Jorgensen et al., 1999; Ekaza et al., 2001; Petersohn et al., 2001; 
Hallsworth et al., 2003; Rollenhagen et al., 2003; Cetin et al., 2004). 
Tolerance mechanisms to desiccation 
In biology, the term "stress" is generally used to indicate a disruption of a steady 
state condition that brings about cellular damage and/or hinders growth. Intracellular 
signaling activates the transcription of stress-responsive genes leading to the synthesis of 
stress proteins that prevent and repair the incurred damage (Cheng Vollmer and Van Dyk, 
2004). The removal of water affects living cells, since they must respond to drying and 
physiologically adjust for survival in water-limited environments. Understanding what 
happens to a cell when dehydrated can help us predict adaptation and tolerance 
mechanisms a cell may use to counter the adverse conditions. We can draw from other 
studies on bacterial stress responses, since damage induced by some stresses can also 
occur with desiccation-mediated damage. For instance, thermodynamically-equivalent 
solute and matric stresses create the same water potential differences between the inside 
and outside of the cell and it is very likely that some physiological responses for solute 
stress-tolerance also aide in matric stress-tolerance. Moreover, with the enormous amount 
of genomic and proteomic data available, we are learning more about which genes are 
induced under particular conditions from which we may derive more hypotheses for our own 
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studies. The following sections will address specific mechanisms that occur or may occur in 
a cell to alleviate the detrimental effect of cellular dehydration. 
Osmoprotectants 
As water is removed from the environment, cellular water moves out of the cell, 
leading to reduced intracellular water contents. The concomitant reduction in cellular volume 
results in crowding of cytoplasmic components and increases the viscosity of the cytoplasm, 
thereby increasing molecular interactions that lead to protein denaturation, membrane 
damage and overall reduced bacterial fitness (Arakawa et al., 1990; Potts, 1994). Bacteria 
exposed to high osmolarity often will import potassium ions rapidly from the environment to 
maintain turgor, E. coli uses the Trk transporter and Kdp system to translocate potassium 
into the cell upon sudden increases in external osmolarity (Csonka, 1989; Wood, 1999; 
Katoh et al., 2004). However, this is a transient adaptive response, since high potassium 
concentrations are toxic. Compatible with bacterial metabolism is the active uptake and/or 
de novo synthesis of compounds that prevent the adverse consequences of dehydration 
(Csonka, 1989; Wood, 1999; Katoh et ai, 2004). These structurally-nonrelated compounds 
called osmoprotectants, can accumulate to high levels inside the cell without negatively 
affecting cellular metabolism and include amino acids and derivatives (e.g. proline and 
glycine betaine), non-reducing sugars (e.g. sucrose and trehalose), polyols (e.g. glycerol 
and sorbitol) and heterosides (e.g. glycosylglycerol) (Csonka, 1989; Engelbrecht et al., 
1999). Osmoprotectants are critical for protecting macromolecules against water loss, 
maintaining functional enzymes, membranes and nucleic acids, reinstating water equilibrium 
across the cellular membrane, and conferring tolerance to dehydrating stresses, such as 
high osmolarity, cold shock, and freezing (da Costa et al., 1998). Non-reducing 
disaccharides such as sucrose and trehalose not only act as osmoprotectants, but these 
polyhydroxyl compounds protect cells upon severe dehydration by replacing water at protein 
and lipid surfaces, as postulated in the water replacement hypothesis (Crowe and Crowe, 
1986). 
Lipid membranes 
Normal cell functions are optimal when lipids are in a liquid-crystalline state in which 
the fatty acyl chains are in a disordered, fluid arrangement. During dehydration, water is 
removed from cells, thereby diminishing the distance between lipid head groups, causing 
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fatty acyl chains to get physically closer to each other, which increases membrane viscosity 
(friction) that leads to a non-fluid or rigid membrane status (gel phase). Rigidification will 
lead to loss of membrane integrity and inhibit normal membrane functions, which can have 
detrimental consequences unless changes are made. To maintain membrane function and 
to counter the solidifying effects, a cell can alter membrane composition to maintain fluidity 
(homeoviscous adaptation, Sinensky, 1974) that may include altering the amount of 
particular types of fatty acids resulting in changes in the ratio of saturated to unsaturated 
fatty acids and/or the ratio of cis to trans unsaturated fatty acids, changing fatty acid chain 
length, changing lipid head groups, and/or altering the protein content (Hazel, 1995; Vigh et 
al., 1998; Denich et al., 2003; Mansilla et al., 2004). 
To accommodate physiological necessities, cells can change the amount of 
saturated or unsaturated phospholipids by de novo fatty acid synthesis or by post-synthesis 
modification using desaturase enzymes that convert unsaturated fatty acids to their cis 
monounsaturated counterparts (Denich et al., 2003). Desaturase activity in a 
cyanobacterium is inhibited upon dehydration (Katoh et al., 2004). P. putida grown in low-
water-content conditions alters lipid composition by increasing the amount of trans 
monounsaturated fatty acids by a constitutive^ expressed cis-to-trans isomerase (Cti) to 
counter the destabilizing effects of dehydration on membrane integrity presumably to avert 
the formation of the detrimental non-lamellar hexagonal II micelle phase (Halverson and 
Firestone, 2000; von Wallbrunn et al., 2003). This post-synthetic modification of fatty acyl 
chains does not require de novo synthesis (Heipieper et al., 2003). Fatty acyl chain length 
can only be altered by de novo synthesis, since chain length of the fatty acyl chain is fixed 
upon its initial synthesis (Denich et al., 2003). The size and charge of the lipid head groups 
affects the order of lipid packing, but these changes are less effective in changing 
membrane fluidity than changing fatty acyl chains. Moreover, lipid-protein interactions are 
altered upon changing lipid head group composition (Denich et al., 2003). 
Under stressful conditions various proteins are produced; these are thought to play a 
role in maintenance or stabilization of the membranes through interactions with other 
membrane proteins or lipids (Tôrôk et al., 1997; Thieringer et al., 1998; Denich et al., 2003; 
Katoh et al., 2004). The interactions of ions and molecules at the lipid-water interface can 
influence lipid head group spacing and alter membrane fluidity, which depending on the 
molecule, can destabilize membranes and alleviate the solidifying effects of dehydration. For 
instance, osmoprotectants can replace water at the lipid-water interface and increase lipid 
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head group spacing, resulting in a reduced ordering of fatty acyl chains (Crowe and Crowe, 
1986; Potts, 1994). 
Exopolysacch arides 
The presence of a copious amount of exopolymeric matrix surrounding biofilm 
communities can create physical barriers and gradients that can benefit resident cells. 
Exopolysaccharides (EPS) are very hygroscopic and are capable of holding several times 
their weight in water (Dudman, 1977; Morse, 1990; Sutherland, 2001). Under dehydrating 
conditions the amount of EPS increases and they are mainly deposited at the biofilm-air 
interface (Roberson and Firestone, 1992; Chang and Halverson, 2003). The presence of 
EPS may decrease the rate of drying and increase desiccation tolerance (Antheunisse and 
Arkesteijn-Dijksman, 1979; Potts, 1994). 
In E. coli the expression of the capsular polysaccharide colanic acid is controlled by 
the two-component regulatory system RcsB-RcsC (Stout and Gottesman, 1990), which is 
induced by solute stress and high temperatures (Sledjeski and Gottesman, 1996), and 
confers protection from desiccation (Ophir and Gutnick, 1994). EPS production also 
increased in a Pseudomonas species in dried sand culture, where EPS are postulated to 
maintain a hydrated microenvironment surrounding the cells and/or slow the rate of water 
loss from the cells (Roberson and Firestone, 1992). In Pseudomonads the a-factor AlgU 
(AlgT) controls production of the exopolysaccharide alginate (Martin et al., 1994; Keith and 
Bender, 1999), and is important for tolerance towards desiccation and solute stress 
(Schnider-Keel et al., 2001). 
Pmfe/ns 
When water is removed from the cell, protein structures may be disrupted resulting in 
protein unfolding and exposure of hydrophobic regions. Part of this unfolding due to water 
loss can be relieved by the presence of osmoprotectants. Two types of shock proteins may 
be induced by the presence of misfolded or unfolded proteins: molecular chaperones can 
aide in protein folding and refolding and proteases can remove unfolded proteins. 
Cytoplasmic chaperones and proteases were first discovered as a response to heat shock, 
but they have been found to be present under non-stress conditions and can be induced by 
many stresses, including desiccation, solute stress, oxidative stress, redox potential, UV 
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irradiation, presence of abnormal cytoplasmic proteins, exposure to toxic compounds and 
starvation (Bukau, 1993; Manzanera et al., 2001; Kanesaki et al., 2002; Katoh et al., 2004). 
Envelope proteins are especially prone to dehydration damage since the envelope is 
in direct contact with the environment (Oliver, 1996). Proteins in the outer leaflet of the 
cytoplasmic membrane, periplasm and outer membrane may become unfolded, which 
results in diminished enzyme activities and compromised structural features of the cell 
envelope. As a result of loss of enzyme functions, particularly loss of binding proteins 
involved in transport and chaperone activities, the syntheses of new outer membrane-
associated proteins and surface structures will also be compromised. At least two 
overlapping signal transduction pathways are responsible for monitoring periplasmic and 
membrane protein damage and activate an 'envelope stress' response that includes 
secreting periplasmic chaperones and proteases (Raivio and Silhavy, 2000). In E. coli, the 
extracytoplasmic function sigma factor aE responds to misfolded outer membrane proteins, 
while the CpxA-CpxR two-component regulatory system senses periplasmic protein 
damage. Recently, a second two-component regulatory system (BaeS-BaeR) in E. coli has 
also been implicated as part of the regulatory hierarchy (Mecsas et al., 1993; Hultgren et al., 
1996; Otto and Silhavy, 2002; Raffa and Raivio, 2002). The envelope stress response is 
activated by misfolded and unfolded proteins generated by heat, ethanol exposure, pH, and 
expression of mutant proteins, and is activated in mutants that fail to synthesize 
phosphatidylethanolamine (Raivio and Silhavy, 2000). These signal transduction systems 
have not been tested to determine whether they respond to cellular damage created during 
desiccation, although the oE-homolog in P. aeruginosa, AlgU, is a positive regulator for 
alginate production, and has been shown to be involved in desiccation tolerance (Schnider-
Keel et al., 2001). 
It is conceivable that some of the proteins induced by dehydration function to 
supplement or replace proteins that function well when fully-hydrated, but become less 
efficient when water is limited. In particular, envelope proteins are more susceptible to 
perturbations when dehydrated than cytoplasmic proteins (Potts, 1994). Alternatively, 
dehydration stress-induced proteins may fulfill specialized functions that are required for 
dehydration tolerance, such as alterations in electron transport chain, or replenishing energy 
pools as a result of the metabolic burden of activating tolerance mechanisms (Yanofsky and 
Horn, 1994; Schaechter et al., 2001; Santos et al., 2004). These dehydration stress-induced 
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genes can also be considered to be part of tolerance mechanisms since they may indirectly 
contribute to maintenance of cell functions in low-water-content habitats. 
In response to osmotic shock, hydrophilic proteins of unknown function are 
expressed in cyanobacteria and E. coli and share homology with a class of proteins that 
confer desiccation tolerance in plants (Close and Lammers, 1993; Cuming, 1999; Garay-
Arroyo et al., 2000). In plants, these Late Embryogenesis Abundant (LEA) proteins are also 
induced by cold, solute stress or by the plant growth hormone abscisic acid (Wise and 
Tunnacliffe, 2004). Six groups of LEA proteins have been defined in plants based on 
expression pattern and sequence homology (Wise and Tunnacliffe, 2004), and all of these 
proteins are very hydrophilic and have a simple structure (Garay-Arroyo et al., 2000). 
Although their precise function is unknown, it is thought that these proteins protect cellular 
structures from dehydration by retaining water, sequestering solutes, or by direct protection 
of proteins or membranes from damage (Ingram and Bartels, 1996). Homologs of some 
classes have been found in bacteria and yeast and it is possible that such specialized 
hydrophilic proteins are expressed upon dehydration. A recent report describes the 
identification of a new Water stress and Hypersensitivity (WHy) protein domain in bacteria, 
including P. putida, and in plants (Ciccarelli and Bork, 2004). 
Oxidative stress 
Free radicals of reduced oxygen compounds may accumulate during drying, 
especially when cells are exposed to solar radiation (Potts, 1994). Moreover, desiccation-
mediated membrane perturbations may disrupt the electron transport chain, and generate 
more free radicals than a cell would produce if fully hydrated (Hoekstra et al., 2001). 
Reactive oxygen intermediates (ROI) can damage proteins, lipids, carbohydrates, and DNA 
(Potts, 1994; Ochsner et al., 2000; Thorpe et al., 2004). In aerobic organisms, ROI are 
generally removed by constitutive^ expressed enzymes such as catalases, peroxidases, 
and superdismutases and other enzymes may be induced upon excess ROI (Ochsner et al., 
2000; Storz and Zheng, 2000; Zheng et al., 2001). In E. coli two régulons are involved in the 
oxidative stress response; the SoxRS transcription factors control gene expression leading 
to superoxide (02') detoxification, and the OxyR transcription factor is responsible for 
hydrogen peroxide (H202) removal (Storz and Zheng, 2000). There is significant overlap with 
other regulatory networks, since many antioxidant genes are induced by various other 
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stresses, including dehydration and solute stress (Weber and Jung, 2002; Katoh et al., 
2004). 
In addition to ROI-detoxifying enzymes, bacteria possess antioxidants, which are 
usually small molecules that scavenge radicals by being oxidized themselves. These include 
glutathione, vitamins C and E, polyamines, and small proteins that can bind metal ions 
(Jamieson, 1998). These antioxidants may prevent oxidative damage in water-limited 
environments, since they generally do not require water to maintain their shape, unlike 
enzymes that may denature when dehydrated. 
Metabolic activity 
Immediately following a dehydration shock, there is a reduction in metabolism and a 
noticeable down-regulation of genes involved in ATP synthesis, or encoding RNA 
polymerase subunits, and ribosomal proteins (Potts, 1985; Xie et al., 1995; Katoh et al., 
2004). Therefore, it is important to have systems in place that do not require protein 
synthesis for their activation, such as compatible solute uptake systems (e.g. ProP), 
periplasmic cis-to-trans isomerases, or antioxidants (Heipieper et al., 1992; Jamieson, 1998; 
Racher et ai., 1999). Reductions in metabolic activity and growth have been observed in 
response to other stresses (Meury, 1994; Mori et al., 2002; Phadtare and Inouye, 2004) and 
can induce a general stress response in which cells become more resistant to various 
stresses to prevent cellular damage (Hengge-Aronis, 1999; Ihssen and Egli, 2004; Schuster 
et al., 2004). However, the reduction in metabolic activity is transient, since after an initial 
acclimation period alternative o-factors and translation factors are expressed, suggesting a 
change in expression pattern that likely includes the expression of stress tolerance genes to 
alleviate stress-mediated damage (Katoh et al., 2004). 
Overlapping stress responses 
A frequently observed characteristic of cells exposed to one stress is that these cells 
become more resistant to other stresses, they become 'cross-protected' (Jenkins et al., 
1988; Jenkins et al., 1990; Givskov et al., 1994; van Overbeek et al., 1995; Keith and 
Bender, 1999; Browne and Dowds, 2001). Advances in genomic and proteomic 
technologies have made it clear that genes expressed in response to one stress may also 
be expressed in response to other stresses (Ye et al., 2000; Duché et al., 2002; Kanesaki et 
al., 2002; Tani et al., 2002; Tucker et ai., 2002; Katoh et al., 2004; Santos et ai., 2004). This 
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indicates that tolerance mechanisms to remove or prevent cellular damage to a particular 
stress, may also be effective against another type of stress. It is also known that the types of 
damage may activate very particular regulatory cascade (Thorpe et al., 2004), therefore in 
response to a stress, cascades may overlap, but complete stress responses may not. As 
highlighted in this chapter, matric stress can cause a multitude of stresses, each affecting 
multiple cellular components, requiring that various adaptation and tolerance mechanisms 
be activated. 
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Chapter 2. Cell envelope components contributing to biofilm 
growth and survival of Pseudomonas puf/da in low-water-content-
habitats 
A paper published in Molecular Microbiology1 
Martijn van de Mortel and Larry J. Halverson 
Summary 
Bacteria in terrestrial habitats frequently reside as biofilm communities on surfaces that are 
unsaturated, i.e., biofilms are covered in water films varying in thickness depending on the 
environmental conditions. Water availability in these habitats is influenced by the osmolarity 
of the water (solute stress) and by cellular dehydration imposed by matric stress, which 
increases as water content decreases. Unfortunately, we understand relatively little about 
the molecular mechanisms required for bacterial growth in low-water-content habitats. Here 
we describe the use of mini-Tn5-'phoA to identify genes in Pseudomonas putida that are 
matric water stress controlled and to generate mutants defective in desiccation tolerance. 
We identified twenty genes that were induced by a matric stress but not by a 
thermodynamically equivalent solute stress, 11 genes that were induced by both a matric 
and solute stress, 3 genes that were induced by a solute stress, and 3 genes that were 
repressed by a matric stress. Their patterns of expression were analysed in laboratory 
media and their contribution to desiccation tolerance was evaluated. Twenty-six genes were 
homologous to sequences present in the completed P. putida KT2440 genome sequence or 
plasmid pWWO sequence that are involved in protein fate, nutrient or solute acquisition, 
energy generation, motility, alginate biosynthesis, or cell envelope structure and of 5 genes 
the function could not be predicted from the sequence. Together, these genes and their 
importance to desiccation tolerance provide a view of the environment perceived by bacteria 
in low-water-content habitats, and suggest that the mechanisms for adaptation for growth in 
low-water-content habitats are different from those for growth in high osmolarity habitats. 
1 Reprinted with permission from Blackwell Publishing Ltd., Oxford, U.K. Original publication: 
Molecular Microbiology (2004) 52 (3): 735-750. Online publication date: March 19, 2004. 
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Introduction 
In terrestrial habitats, bacteria colonize soil matrices or plant surfaces as aggregates 
of cells encapsulated in an exopolymeric substance of their own making to form what is 
commonly described as a biofilm (Morris and Monier, 2003; Chang and Halverson, 2003; 
Auerbach et al., 2000). These bacterial communities often experience various environmental 
stressors of which reduced water availability may be one of the most critical affecting their 
activities and survival (Harris, 1980; Potts, 1994). In saturated soils the total water potential, 
which is the chemical potential of water relative to the chemical potential of pure water, is 
comprised almost exclusively of the solute potential (Papendick and Campbell, 1980). But 
many soils are routinely or periodically unsaturated and these biofilm communities are 
covered by a film of water varying in thickness depending on environmental conditions. 
Water availability in this scenario is comprised primarily by the solute and matric 
components of the total water potential and as water content decreases the contribution of 
the matric component increases (Papendick and Campbell, 1980). These two forms of 
water deprivation likely affect bacteria differently. With a solute stress bacteria are bathed in 
water of diminished activity, but with a matric stress bacteria are dehydrated due to low 
water contents and the availability of the water that is remaining is reduced through its 
interaction with the soil matrix. Under normal conditions, soil bacteria can experience 
significant matric stress and the level of stress increases as a soil dries (Harris, 1980) 
Despite its importance to bacterial ecology in terrestrial ecosystems, relatively little is 
known about the mechanisms bacteria employ to adapt to matric stress conditions they 
frequently encounter in soil or the regulation of these resistance mechanisms (Ramos et al., 
2001). It is likely there is some overlap among tolerance mechanisms to high osmolarity, 
extremes in temperature, starvation, and pollutants that is due, in part, to redundancies in 
regulatory networks (Martinez-Bueno et al., 2002), contributing to general and specific 
stress responses. 
Microbes exposed to a solute or matric stress experience changes in extracellular 
water availability, requiring microbes to adjust their intracellular osmolyte concentrations to 
maintain the proper cellular turgor pressure. The compounds generally referred to as 
compatible solutes accumulate to achieve the proper water balance, although the 
mechanisms of their accumulation may differ under solute and matric water stress 
conditions. Cellular dehydration can denature proteins, damage DNA, and cause 
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membranes to undergo phase transitions to a gel phase at temperatures they would 
normally be in a liquid crystalline phase if fully hydrated (Crowe and Crowe, 1986; Potts, 
1994). Isomerization of cis mono-unsaturated fatty acids into the trans configuration by a 
constitutive^ expressed cis-to-trans isomerase enzyme system is used by various 
Pseudomonas species (Halverson and Firestone, 2000) to counter the lipid solidifying 
effects of cellular dehydration on membrane fluidity. Increased synthesis and intracellular 
accumulation of trehalose or sucrose can increase membrane fluidity when cells are 
desiccated and protect proteins from denaturation (Billi and Potts, 2000; Welsh and Herbert, 
1999). Bacteria also increase extracellular polysaccharide (EPS) production presumably 
because of their high water holding capacity, EPS creates a more hyd rated 
microenvironment (Roberson and Firestone, 1992), and mutations in EPS biosynthesis 
decrease desiccation tolerance (Ophir and Gutnick, 1994). 
Most studies have used permeating solutes to lower the water potential of the growth 
medium to elucidate genetic and physiological mechanisms bacteria employ for adapting to 
osmotic stress (Csonka, 1989). High molecular weight polyethylene glycols (PEG) have 
been increasingly used to elucidate responses of Gram-negative bacteria to reduced water 
availability (Busse and Bottom ley, 1989; Chang and Halverson, 2003; Halverson and 
Firestone, 2000) since they are believed to better simulate conditions in low-water-content 
habitats due to their greater dehydrating properties than permeating solutes (Poolman et al., 
2002) and their exertion of a matric pressure on the outer rather than cytoplasmic 
membrane (Halverson and Firestone, 2000). 
In order to better understand the molecular events underlying adaptation to low-
water-content conditions (matric stress), we were interested in identifying genes that would 
contribute to maintaining a functional cell envelope since it is exposed to the external 
environment and is host to various essential metabolic and structural features whose proper 
function may be essential to matric stress adaptation. We therefore used mini-Tn5-'p/?oA to 
create fusions between the target genes and a transport signal leader sequence-less 
alkaline phosphatase (phoA) reporter gene (de Lorenzo et al., 1990). Active fusions arise 
only when the target gene codes for a secreted or membrane-spanning protein (Manoil et 
al., 1990) since the cytoplasmic precursor of alkaline phosphatase has no enzyme activity. 
By confining our search to insertion mutants that differentially expressed alkaline 
phosphatase during surface growth on media amended with the permeating solute NaCI 
(solute stress) and the non-permeating solute PEG8000 (matric stress) at water potentials 
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that commonly occur in temperate soils we hoped to identify new bacterial genes required 
for the critical adaptive traits necessary for growth in low-water-content habitats. The soil 
saprophyte and rhizosphere colonist Pseudomonas putida strain mt-2, harbouring the 
toluene catabolic plasmid pWWO, was used as a model organism since it likely encounters 
water deprivation stress in soil systems. 
Material and methods 
Bacterial strains and culture conditions 
All bacterial strains, plasmids, primers, and relevant sequences are provided in Table 
1. The parental strain P. putida LH0001 is a spontaneous rifampicin-resistant variant of 
strain mt-2. Cultures were incubated at 28 °C unless indicated otherwise. All strains were 
maintained at -70 °C in glycerol stock and before each experiment cultivated on Luria-
Bertani (LB) medium amended with 15 g M agar (LA) plates for two days prior to each 
experiment. Media were supplemented with antibiotics when appropriate at the following 
concentrations (jjg ml"1): rifampicin (25); streptomycin (50); ampicillin (25) and kanamycin 
(50). When screening fusion strains for alkaline phosphatase activity, they were cultivated 
on tryptone yeast extract (TYE) medium containing 1 g MgSQ4 7H20, 1.38 g KH2R04, 5 g 
tryptone, 2.5 g yeast extract, and 40 mL Hutner's mineral solution (Smibert and Krieg, 1994) 
per litre deionized water that was solidified with 8 g I"1 phytagel gellan gum (Sigma Chemical 
Co., St. Louis, MO). The defined minimal medium 21C was prepared as described 
previously (Halverson and Firestone, 2000). The water potential of the basal medium was 
lowered with various concentrations of PEG8000 or NaCI to simulate a matric or osmotic 
(solute) water stress, as described previously (Halverson and Firestone, 2000). Media were 
supplied by Difco Co. (Detroit, Ml) and chemicals were supplied by FisherBioTech (Fair 
Lawn, NJ) or Sigma (St. Louis, MO). 
Construction of positive and negative control strains 
To construct a positive phoA reporter strain, we first excised a HinDUl cassette 
containing the Pseudomonas aeruginosa pilin pilA promoter, pilin transport signal sequence, 
and phoA gene from pMS2B6 which was then ligated into the HinD\\\ site of pVSP61 to 
create pPHOA(+) that constitutive^ expresses alkaline phosphatase (Table 1). For a 
negative control strain, we first excised the HinDUl cassette containing the pilin promoter, a 
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defective transport signal sequence, and phoA gene from plasmid pMS27ss, which was 
then ligated into the HinD\\\ site of pVSP61 creating pPHOA(-) that constitutive^ expresses 
alkaline phosphatase that cannot be èxported due to the lack of signal export sequence. We 
then transformed E. coli DH5a with pPHOA(+) or pPHOA{-) followed by mobilizing them into 
Table 1. Bacterial strains, plasmids, and primers used in this study. 




DH5a F" §80dlacZAM15 A(lacZYA-argF)U169 deoR recA1 endA1 Gibco/BRL 
hsdR17(rimk+) PhoA supE44 X" thi-1 gyrA96 relA1 
CC118 Xpir Lysogenized with X pir phage that expresses the n protein (Herrero et al., 
necessary for replication of pUT-based suicide vectors 1990) 
P. putida 
Spontaneous Rf* strain of strain mt-2 LH0001 This study 
LH0301 Strain LH0001 containing plasmid pPHOA(+) This study 
LH0302 Strain LH0001 containing plasmid pPHOA(-) This study 
14G-3 Strain KT2440 with a mini-Tn5-'p/?oA insertion oprL (Rodriguez-Herva 
eta l ,  1996) 
Plasmids 
pMS27ss pilA promoter with a non-functional transport signal sequence (Strom and Lory, 
fused to a promoterless and leaderless phoA 1987) 
pMS2B6 pilA promoter with a functional transport signal sequence (Strom and Lory, 
followed by a promoterless and leaderless phoA gene 1987) 
pVSPGI Broad-host-range plasmid; or/pVSi, o/-/p15A; KmR (Itoh and Haas, 
1985) 
p PHOA(+) pVSP61 -Pp,w'-'p/?oA containing the functional Pp,/A-signal This study 
sequence-p/70/4 HirtDlU cassette from pMS2B6, KmR 
p PHOA(-) pVSP61-PpM'-'p/7oA, containing the non-functional Pp/,A-signal This study 
sequence-phoA HinDlU cassette from pMS27ss; KmR 
pUT-mini- Delivery vector for promoter-probe mini-Tn5 containing the (de Lorenzo et al., 
Tn5phoA 'phoA gene; or/R6K, oriTRP4, tra, mob*, tpn*Tn&.lSsoR, KmR, Ap 1990) 
PRK2073 oriC0iEi, traRP4+ (mobilizating function in matings), SmR (Figurski and 
Helinski, 1979) 
Primers 
rPHOA3 GCAGTAATATCGCCCTGAGC This study 
MMArbS GGCCACGCGT CGACT AGT ACN N N N NNNNN NACGCC This study 
r5mTnP1 GAAAGGTTCCGTCCAGGACG This study 
MMArbN GGCCACGCGTCGACTAGTAC This study 
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strain LH0001 to generate strains LH0301 and LH0302 (Table 1). Recombinant DNA 
techniques were performed according to published protocols (Sambrook). 
Mutagenesis and primary screen protocol 
Escherichia coli CC118 X pir was grown at 37 °C in LB and the mutagenesis of 
LH0001 was performed by triparental mating using the mobilization functions of pRK2073 as 
described previously (de Lorenzo et al., 1990). Transconjugants were selected by plating on 
LA plates containing rifampicin, kanamycin, and streptomycin. To identify fusions whose 
expression is regulated by matric or solute water stress, overnight cultures of the fusion 
strains were transferred from TYE, onto fresh TYE with or without -1.5 MPa PEG8000- or -
1.5 MPa Nad-amendments using a sterile replicator. Plates were incubated at 28 °C for 24 
h after which colonies were lifted onto sterile Whatman 3MM filter paper, and placed colony-
side up in solution of 0.04 M glycine buffer (pH 10.5) containing 50 jliM 4-methylumbelliferyl 
phosphate (MUP, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). Filters were incubated for 30 min at 37 
°C after which alkaline phosphatase activity was observed under UV light at 365 nm 
(Chromato-vue cabinet, UVP Inc, San Gabriel, CA). Fusion strains were selected for further 
characterizations based on differences in alkaline phosphatase activity on the three different 
media. 
Influences of water stress severity on alkaline phosphatase expression 
Fusion strains obtained in the qualitative, primary screen were then cultivated on 
TYE with and without amendments with various concentrations of PEG8000 or NaCI to 
achieve a range of water potentials. Plates were incubated at 28 °C for 24 h at which time a 
loop-full of cells were removed and resuspended in 1 mL of 0.04 M glycine buffer (pH 10.5). 
A 200-p.L aliquot was then removed for measuring culture biomass (OD63onm) using a 
microtitre plate spectrophotometer (ELX800, Bio-Tek Instruments Inc, Winooski, VT) with 
KCJr software interface (version 1.14). Preliminary experiments showed that protein 
contents of cell suspensions of the same optical density were the same regardless of 
whether the cells were cultivated in the presence or absence of PEG8000 or NaCI. To the 
remaining cell suspension 1 5-jliL aliquots of chloroform, 0.1% sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) 
solution, and 0.04M glycine buffer solution (pH 10.5) containing 75 pM MUP were added 
followed by a 30 min incubation at 37 °C. Alkaline phosphatase activity was competitively 
inhibited by the addition of 15 pi of 0.1M KH2P04 and then the fluorescent phosphatase-
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cleaved product. 7-hydroxy-4-methylcoumarin was measured using a FluoroMax-2 
spectrofluorometer (Instruments SA Inc, Edison, NJ) with DataMax for Windows software 
interface (version 2.2). Excitation, emission, bandpass wavelengths, and integration times 
were 360 nm, 449 nm, 5 nm, and 0.5 s, respectively. Specific fluorescence is the culture 
fluorescence relative to culture biomass. Induction or repression ratio is the specific 
fluorescence of a strain cultivated on PEG8000 or NaCI-amended media relative to when 
cultivated on unamended media. 
Effect of growth-phase, temperature, and toluene on phoA expression 
We examined the timing of phoA expression during steady-state growth under 
various conditions by assessing when colonies showed visible alkaline phosphatase activity 
based on their degree of blueness on TYE or 21C plates amended with 50 p.M of MUP. 
Blue-fluorescent alkaline phosphatase cleavage product was visualized by exposing plates 
to a UV-light source (365 nm). Times for assessing PhoA activity during various growth 
stages were chosen based on the rate of biomass increases over the duration of the 
experiment. The exponential phase was defined as the time period in which the colony was 
intermediate in size and stationary phase was defined as the initial period in which colony 
expansion no longer occurred. A saturated atmosphere of toluene vapours was generated 
by placing plates in a 14-litre covered, glass desiccator containing a beaker with 5 mL of 
toluene. Based on Henry's Law and the appropriate constants at 25 °C, the concentration of 
toluene in the aqueous phase of the agar medium was approximately 500 pg/mL. For the 
effect of low temperature (12 °C) and toluene on phoA expression, we defined the growth-
phases (hours after inoculation) such that the biomass was comparable to that observed in 
experiments conducted at 27 °C in the absence of toluene. 
/4/ù#fa/y-p/7med PGR 
The DNA sequence flanking the 5'-region of the transposon insertion site was 
amplified by arbitrary-primed PCR (Caetano-Anolles, 1993) since we were unable to design 
a primer directed outward from the 3' end of the transposon due to the presence of a long 
inverted repeat (data not shown). Genomic DNA was isolated using QIAamp DNA kit 
(Qiagen, Valencia, CA) and 1 uL of a 1:40-dilution was used for PCR using Taq DNA 
polymerase (Invitrogen Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) and a Minicycler thermocycler (MJ 
Research, Watertown, MA) according to manufacturer's instructions. In the first round, we 
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used a primer (see Table 1 for sequences) specific to the 5' end of mini-Tn5-'p/?oA, rPHOAS 
and the arbitrary primer MMArbS using a previously published protocol (Rossbach et al., 
2000). The reactions for the second round of PCR were identical to the first round, except 
that we used 5 pL of DNA from the first round and primer rSmTnP, which is identical to the 
leftmost end of mini-Tn5-'p/7oA and primer MMArbN, which is identical to the 5' end of the 
MMArbS primer. No amplification products were generated with genomic DNA obtained from 
P. putida LH0001. PCR products were excised from gels, purified using Zymoclean™ gel 
DNA recovery kit (Zymo Research, Orange, CA), and sequenced using the rSmTnP 1 primer 
at the Iowa State University DNA Sequencing and Synthesis Facility with an ABI Prism 377 
sequencer (Applied Biosystems Inc, Foster City, CA). Primers were generated at the Iowa 
State University DNA Sequencing and Synthesis Facility or at Integrated DNA Technologies 
Inc. (Coralville, IA). 
Sequence analysis 
We first verified the presence of the O-end sequence (5'-
CTGACTCTTATACACAAGT-3'; Accession number U32991) of mini-Tn5-'p/7oA in all 
sequenced PCR products using MultAlin (Corpet, 1988). Then we matched the sequence to 
the P. putida KT2440 genome sequence (http://www.tigr.org) using BLAST (Altschul et al., 
1990). Sequences without the O-end sequence, were compared with the P. putida KT2440 
genome sequence or GenBank by matching deduced amino acid sequences using 
BLASTX. 
Filter disc desiccation assay 
Overnight cultures were used to prepare fresh outgrowths by making 1:50 dilutions in 
fresh TYE broth and incubating at 27 °C on an orbital shaker (200 rpm) to an OD660nm of = 
0.3 - 0.6. The outgrowth was diluted with TYE to achieve an OD660 of = 0.2 and then four 5 
(.tL-aliquots were transferred to each quartered section of a sterile MF™ membrane filter disc 
(0.45 (am HA, 47 mm diameter; Millipore, Bedford, MA) preconditioned with 200 pi TYE. 
Two filter sections were prepared for each strain and one was transferred to a desiccator 
where the reservoir was filled with water to generate 100% relative humidity (RH) while the 
other was transferred to a desiccator where the reservoir was filled with a saturated NaCI 
solution to generate 76% RH, which is comparable to -40 MPa water potential at 20 °C 
(Winston, 1960). Desiccators were kept at room temperature. Culturable counts were 
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determined for the inoculum and desiccated and undesiccated samples at various times by 
resuspending cells from the filter disc in a phosphate buffer solution that was sonicated for 2 
min (Bransonic Ultrasonic cleaner model 5210; Brandson, Danbury, CT) prior to plating 
dilutions with a spiral plater (model D, Spiral Systems, Bioscience Int'l, Rockwell, MD). 
Desiccation survival was defined as the proportion of bacteria surviving the 76% RH 
treatment relative to the 100% RH treatment. A subset of desiccated samples was examined 
with a microscope to verify that the sonication step disrupted aggregates of cells to generate 
a population composed primarily of single cells. The experiment was repeated three times. 
Motility 
Assays for the effect of the gene fusion induced mutation on motility were performed 
by inoculating 2 pi of an overnight culture on 21C agar (0.3%) plates supplemented with 
medium amended with 0.2% glucose. The distance cells migrated through the agar was 
determined after 24 h. The experiment was repeated three times. 
Statistical analysis 
Statistical analyses were performed using JMP (version 5, SAS Institute Inc., Gary, 
NC). For comparing desiccation survival, we performed a separate ANOVA of the colony 
forming units in the 100% and 76% RH treatments and for the proportion of cells that 
survived the desiccation treatment. We performed statistical analyses on Log10-transformed 
CFU and percent survival. A student's t-test was used to compare treatment means. 
Results 
/denfffycaf/o/? of wafer depm/af/on conW/ed pho/l gene Avs/ons 
We first established P. putida LH0001 as a model system for these studies. 
Although basal expression of the native P. putida LH0001 phoA gene was extremely low in 
the high phosphate content medium the phoA gene is water deficit regulated (Table 2). To 
be considered an active fusion strain, the level of basal phoA expression by the mutant had 
to be at least 2-fold greater than the wild type in the absence of a water deprivation 
treatment or the level of induction in the matric or solute stress treatments had to be at least 
2-fold greater than the wild type under the same growth condition. On average, the level of 
phoA expression by the fusion strains on PEG- or NaCI media was 3.0-fold greater than the 
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level of phoA expression by the wild type on the same medium. We also examined our 
ability to detect non-exported fusions by comparing alkaline phosphatase activity in P. putida 
strains LH0301 and LH0302 containing constitutively expressed fusions between the P. 
aeruginosa pilin promoter with and without the transport signal leader sequence, 
respectively, on a high copy number plasmid. Although phoA expression was 47 to 78-fold 
greater in LH0301 than LH0302 or the parental strain LH0001 and was unaffected by 
lowering the water potential with PEG8000 or NaCI amendments, we did not detect visible 
alkaline phosphatase activity in strain LH0302, indicating our system was specific for fusions 
to exported proteins. Taken together, these results led us to establish that a minimum 2-fold 
change in phoA expression by the mutants was necessary for the gene to be classified as 
water deprivation-regulated. 
We employed a two-stage screening process to identify water deprivation-controlled 
(wdc) genes in our library of fusions of alkaline phosphatase to P. putida genes generated 
with the mini-Tn5-'p/?0/4 system (de Lorenzo et al., 1990). The screen first determined 
whether there was a change in phoA expression, as evidenced by the degree of blueness in 
colonies exposed to the fluorescent indicator MUP, when the library was cultivated on media 
with or without -1.5 MPa PEG8000- or Nad-amendments. We next quantitatively 
assessed changes in the steady-state expression of wdc genes by measuring alkaline-
phosphatase activity after growth on media of varied water potentials. From this analysis 
we were able to place each wdc::phoA fusion strain into a matric stress-induced (n=2O), 
solute stress-induced (n=3), matric and solute stress-induced (n=11), or matric stress-
repressed (n=3) expression class. We did not identify any fusion strains that could be 
classified as either solute-stress repressed or solute and matric stress repressed. Since we 
screened approximately 1/3rd of the number of fusion strains (approx. 20,000) necessary for 
a saturated mutagenesis of the P. putida genome, the number of wdc genes represented in 
each class may not accurately reflect the proportion of genes regulated by solute or matric 
water stress. 
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Table 2. PhoA reporter activity during surface growth under various environmental conditions ; 
Fusion 
Mean maximum fold-
induction or repression b 28 °C
c 
12 37 °C" Toluene-
mediated' PEG8000 NaCI Exponential Stationary Late-stationary 
LH0001 1.8 1.4 - - - n n n 
Lipids / Surface polysaccharides 
wdcl67 4.5 1.3 - - 1 + y y y 
wdc200 3.3 1.5 - - - n n n 
Energy metabolism 
wdc164 3.2 1.1 - - - n n n 
wdcl95 3.2 1.7 - 1 + 1 + y y y 
wdc207 2.7" 1.7 - 1 + 2+ y y y 
wdc222 4.1 3.9 - 1 + 2+ y y y 
wdc223 2.9 * 2.4* - 1 + 1 + y y y 
wdc239 3.0 1.5 - 1 + 1 + n y n 
Motility 
wdc221 -4.9 -1.4 2+ 2+ 3+ y y y 
wdc252 -2.7 -1.1 2+ 3+ 3+ y y y 
Protein fate 
wdcl03 4.0 2.1 * - 2+ 2+ y y y 
wdc175 4.9 2.1 - - - n n n 
wdc177 5.3 3.6* - - - n n n 
wdc182 3.4 1.4 - 1 + 1 + y y y 
wdc233 2.8 1.5 - 1 + 2+ y y y 
Transport and binding proteins 





1.8 - - 1 + n y n 
wdc169 4.4 1.5 - - - n n % 
wdc206 5.9 1.5 - 1 + 1 + y y y 
wdc228 2 .9*  2.0 v 2+ 2+ y y y 
Unknown 
wdcl 74 3.3 1.4 - 1 + 1 + y y y 
wdcl90 2.8 1.7 2+ 2+ 3+ y y y 
wdc205 2.3 1.9 - - - n n n 
wdc211 4.3 -1.4 - 1 + 1 + y y y 
wdc234 1.9 2.6 - 1 + 2+ y y y 
wdc243 2.7 1.5 1 + 1 + 1 + % y y 
Unidentified 
wdc101 1.8 2.4 - - v y y y 
wdc114 -8.2 1.1 3+ 3+ 3+ y y y 
wdd 56 2.9* 2.0 _ - - n n n 
wdc166 5.9 2.0 - - - n n n 
wdcl 70 3.4 1.9 - - - n n n 
wdcl 83 4.0 2.1 1 + 2+ 3+ y y y 
wdc191 5.9 2.0 2+ 2+ 3+ y y y 
wdc224 3.7 2.0 - - - n n n 
wdc230 4.3*  1.5 - - 1 + y y y 
wdc242 2.7 1.5 1 + 2+ 2+ y y y 
wdc257 1.4 2.3 - V 2+ y y y 
a The wdcr.phoA fusions are categorized by their predicted function as defined by 
TIGR, as described in the legend to Table 4. 
b Mean (n=2 to 5) maximum induction or repression (negative sign) following steady-
state growth for 24h on media amended with -1.5 MPa PEG8000 or NaCI relative to 
the unamended treatment, except when indicated by an asterisk when it was at -1.0 
MPa. 
0 Alkaline phosphatase activity detected 10-18 (Exponential), 24 (Stationary) or 30-36 
h (Late-stationary) after inoculation as described in Experimental Procedures. 
A (-) sign indicates no visible PhoA activity whereas a (1+), (2+), and (3+) indicates 
low-, intermediate-, and high-level PhoA activity, respectively. A (v) indicates variable 
results. The experiment was repeated three times. 
d Timing of PhoA activity was assessed at 36 (Exponential), 60-70 (Stationary), or 85-
95 h (Late-stationary) after inoculation. A (y) indicates that growth-stage patterns of 
phoA expression were the same as those observed during growth at 28°C. If phoA 
expression occurs at a different growth stage than what occurs at 28°C then a 
subscript is added to indicate whether expression occurred during stationary (S) or 
late-stationary phase (L). A (n) indicates that no visible phoA expression was 
detected. 
e Timing of PhoA activity was assessed at 14 (Exponential), 19-24 (Stationary), or 48 
h (Late-stationary) after inoculation as described for growth at 12°C. 
f Strains were cultivated in a desiccator in an atmosphere saturated with toluene 
vapours. Timing of PhoA activity was assessed 20-24 (Early), 37-48 (Late), or 60-96 
h (Very Late) after inoculation, as described for growth at 12°C. 
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Figure 1. Alkaline phosphatase activities of representative wdcv.phoA fusion strains as a function of 
water deprivation severity. PEG8000 (•); NaCI (•). Graphs are representative of results 
obtained in two to five independent analyses. For remaining strains, see Appendix A. 
Each fusion strain exhibited a unique response to the type and severity of reduced 
water availability; examples of the response patterns are provided in Figure 1 and Appendix 
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A. The most frequent pattern was one where phoA expression increased with decreasing 
water potential imposed by the NaCI or PEGSOOO-amendments (Figure 1A-F). The other 
common pattern was one where, at a particular water potential, phoA expression plateaued 
or declined as the water potential was reduced further (Figure 1G-K). At times, the lowest 
level of phoA expression was during steady-state growth at -0.25 or -0.5 MPa water 
potentials rather than in the unamended medium controls (Figure 1F) and further decreases 
in water potential resulted in increases in phoA expression. Occasionally, we observed 
significant induction only at particular water potentials (Figure 1E-G). These response 
patterns were reproducible for those strains in several independent replications. When a 
wdcv.phoA fusion was induced by both PEG8000 and NaCI treatments the expression 
patterns in response to each type of amendment were not necessarily similar (Figure 1B, D, 
H, K). The maximum induction or repression of the phoA reporter gene occurred at water 
potentials of -1 or -1.5 MPa (Table 2). Repression of phoA reporter gene expression 
generally was the greatest at water potentials below-0.5 MPa (Figure 1L). 
Regulation of wdc genes by other factors 
We examined the timing of phoA expression during steady-state growth under 
various conditions to assess whether expression of the wdcv.phoA fusions is controlled by 
growth phase, temperature, or toluene exposure. Based on the rate of colony development 
on a solid medium, we separated alkaline phosphatase induction into exponential, 
stationary, and late-stationary phases of growth as defined in the legend to Table 2. Eleven 
of the 35 fusion strains expressed alkaline phosphatase during the exponential phase on 
unamended TYE agar media at 28°C and the level of their expression was influenced by 
PEG8000 or NaCI amendments. Alkaline phosphatase expression was detected during the 
stationary- or late-stationary phase of growth in 14 fusion strains. Expression patterns 
observed during steady-state growth at 37°C were similar to those at 28°C, except for 
wdc205, as were most fusion strains during growth at 12°C, except wdct 59, wdc2A2>, and 
wdc230, which exhibited delayed or no phoA expression (Table 2). Growth rates were 
substantially slower at 12 °C than 28 °C. Following a 1h cold shock at 4 °C after 12 h of 
growth at 28 °C, mutants wdc170, wdc175, wdc200, and wdc205 expressed phoA, which 
suggests that they are cold-shock induced. In contrast, wdc 159, wdc167, and wdc239 did 
not express phoA indicating they are cold-shock repressed. A shift in culture temperature 
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from 28 to 42 °C induced the expression of wdc205, while repressing expression of wdcl 67 
and wdc222. 
Since organic solvents and desiccation affect membrane fatty acid composition and 
properties similarly we examined the influence of toluene on expression of the wdc loci 
(Ramos et al,, 2001). During growth on TYE in an atmosphere saturated with toluene 
vapours, most fusion strains exhibited phoA expression patterns similar to those observed at 
28°C, with a few exceptions. Fusion strains wcfc239 and wdcl 59 did not express phoA 
during late stationary phase of growth. In contrast, fusion wdc 169 was induced by toluene 
during late-stationary phase and was not induced during this growth phase in the absence of 
toluene (Table 2). 
Growth properties 
None of the wdc mutants were auxotrophs, although wdcl 06 grew more slowly and 
wdc 164 did not achieve the same biomass as the wild type in planktonic cultures cultivated 
in TYE or a defined medium with glucose as the carbon source. Growth rates of fusion 
strains cultivated in -1.5 MPa NaCI- or PEGSOOO-amended TYE were similar to the wild 
type in the same medium, except wdc 106, which exhibited a substantially longer lag phase. 
All fusion strains secreted a diffusible fluorescent siderophore that was visible under UV-
light illumination when cultivated on LB or Kings-B agar plates, except the matric-stress 
repressed strain wdc114, which only produced detectable siderophore on King's B plates. 
Since siderophore production is greater on Kings-B plates and wdc114 exhibits a high basal 
level of alkaline phosphatase expression on LB plates, the data suggest the transposon 
insertion reduced siderophore export or production. The wdc mutants wdc221 and wdc252 
were non-motile and wdcl 64 exhibited reduced motility. 
Desiccation tolerance 
To assess whether the mutations caused by the mini-Tn5-'p/?oA insertion influenced 
desiccation tolerance, we compared the number of CFU recovered from desiccated and 
undesiccated samples over time. At 0 h there were no statistically significant differences in 
the population sizes of LH0001 and mutants, except there were fewer cells of mutant 
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Figure 2. Rate of water loss and water potentials in the filter disc desiccation assay. (•, •) 100% 
Relative Humidity; (o, •) 76% Relative Humidty; (•, o) % water remaining; (• •) water 
potential. Points represent the mean and bars are the SEM of 3 experiments. 
filter disc and by 24 h only 4% of the water remained (Figure 2). In the undesiccated 
treatment, no more than 17% of the water was lost over the 120 h period. In the 
undesiccated treatment, wild type and mutant bacteria grew over the first 24 h period to 
achieve population sizes of 6.0 to 6.5 Log10 CPU per filter disc that did not change over time 
and were not statistically different (P=0.05) from each other (Figure 3). Although the extent 
of growth over the first 6 h in the desiccated samples was highly variable the population 
sizes of the mutants and wild type were not statistically different, except wdcl 06, and by 24 
h this variability was reduced and the population sizes were the same in the desiccated and 
undesiccated samples (Figure 3 and data not shown). After 24 h, there was a gradual 
decrease in culturable bacteria from the desiccated filter discs (Figure 3). By 120 h, the 
number of CPU obtained from the desiccated filter discs of wild-type strain LH0001 were 10 
% of the number of CPU obtained from undesiccated samples (Table 3). The mutants were 
generally less desiccation-tolerant than LH0001 as evidenced by their statistically significant 
poorer survival (Table 3). Notably, none of the mutants placed into the protein fate group 
exhibited decreased desiccation tolerance whereas most, if not all, of the mutants placed in 
the other groups exhibited decreased desiccation tolerance (Table 3). There was no 
correlation between desiccation stress sensitivity and the mean maximum fold-induction of 
phoA expression (Table 2). 
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Figure 3. Desiccation tolerance of P. putida LH0001 and representative wdcv.phoA fusion strains as a 
function of time. Left y-axis: log10 CPU, (•) 100% Relative Humidity, (o) 76% Relative 
Humidity. Right y-axis: % Survival (A). Points are the mean and bars are the SEM of 3 
experiments. For remaining strains, see Appendix A. 
Stress tolerance of planktonic cultures 
We examined the effect of a sudden decrease in water potential by transferring aliquots of 
exponential phase cultures grown in the basal medium into liquid media of lower water 
potentials. All fusion strains were able to tolerate a -2.5 MPa NaCI solute shock and grow at 
rates comparable to LH0001. In contrast, P. putida is killed when exposed to -2.5 MPa 
PEG8000 matric shock. Given that P. putida tolerates extended periods of desiccation 
reasonably well (Figure 3), the observation that planktonic cultures are unable to tolerate a -
2.5 MPa PEG8000 matric stress shock in liquid culture suggests that matric stress tolerance 
Table 3. Survival of wild type and wdc-fusion strains after 120 h of desiccation3. 
Mean ± SEM 
Strain Log m CPU Desiccated %Survival 
LH0001 4.90 ± 0.34 10.5 ±7.9 
Lipids 
wdc200 4.04 ± 0.23 b 0.7 ±0.5 a 
Energy metabolism 
wdcl 64 4.66 ± 0.21 4.0 ± 1.8 
wdcl 95 3.58 ± 0.30 a 0.1 ± 0.1 a 
wdc207 3.46 ± 1.10 a 2.4 ±1.5 a 
wdc222 3.82 ± 0.61 a 1.0 ± 1.0 a 
wdc223 3.54 ± 1.14 a 1.4 ± 1.0 a 
Motility 
wdc227 5.09 ± 0.47 30.8 ± 26.6 
wdc252 3.73 ± 0.40 a 1.3 ± 1.1 a 
Protein fate 
wdcl 03 5.09 ± 0.33 6.7 ± 3.3 
wdcl 75 5.07 ±0.11 8.6 ± 2.4 
wdcl 77 4.48 ± 0.46 2.7 ± 2.2 
wdcl 82 5.01 ±0.13 3.9 ±0.5 
wdc233 4.73 ± 0.63 3.8 ±2.4 
Transport and binding proteins 
wdc106 ND a 0 a 
wdcl 59 4.15 ±0.50 0.7 ±0.3 a 
wdcl 69 5.04 ± 0.16 5.1 ±2.3 
wdc206 4.25 ± 0.34 0.9 ±0.6 b 
wdc228 4.04 ± 0.40 b 0.9 ±0.6 a 
Unknown 
wdcl 74 5.10 ±0.06 5.2 ±0.6 
wdcl 90 2.89 ± 0.80 a 0.3 ±0.1 a 
ivdc211 4.29 ± 0.45 3.3 ± 2.2 
wdc234 4.01 ± 0.70 b 1 .8±1.3a  
a Stains were incubated in a desiccator with 76% relative humidity (desiccated) or 
100% relative humidity (undesiccated) and the number of culturable cells recovered 
was determined after 120h. Values followed by a letter within a column are 
significantly different from LH0001 at a = 0.05 (a) or a = 0.1 (b) level based on 
student's t-test. None detected (ND). 
b Percent survival is function of the number of CPU in the desiccated filter discs 
relative to the undesiccated filter discs. 
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is better when P. putida is cultivated on a surface as an unsaturated biofilm. Similarly, 500 
jjg/mL toluene is toxic to P. putida strain LH0001 when cultivated in liquid media, but not 
toxic when cultivated on a solid medium in an atmosphere saturated with toluene vapours. 
Molecular characterization of wdc genes 
The DNA sequence flanking the ô'-region of mini-Tn5-'p/?oA insertion site was 
determined for 26 of the 37 wdc::phoA-1us\ou strains in order to identify the gene(s) 
regulated by water deprivation. All amplified products from the arbitrary primed polymerase 
chain reaction flanked the 5-region of the insertion site and contained the mini-Tn5-'p/?oA CD-
end border element sequence. Typically, 105-300 bases of amplified product were 
sequenced and compared with the P. putida KT2440 genomic sequence or those in 
GenBank using the BLASTX algorithm (Altschul et al., 1990). All sequences matched those 
present in the P. putida KT2440 chromosome, except locus wdc239, which was located on 
plasmid pWWO (Created et al., 2002). All genes contained a predicted signal peptide 
cleavage site (www.tigr.org), except wdd 64, wdc167, wdc175, wdc222, wdc227, wdc228, 
wdc243, and wdc252. Transposon insertions in wdcl 75, wdc228 and wdc243 were 
downstream of putative membrane-spanning domains. Fusions wdc221 and wdc252 encode 
flagellar components transported by Type III secretion systems (Macnab, 2003). Two 
sequences were identical to previously characterized genes from P. putida, 9 were 
homologous to known genes from a range of bacteria, 11 were genes whose function was 
predicted based on structural features, and 5 were hypothetical open reading frames (Table 
4). None of the proteins fit the criteria for classifying them as hydrophillins: glycine contents 
greater than 8% and a hydrophilicity index >1 (Garay-Arroyo et al., 2000). Based on 
predicted function the wdc-genes were divided into 7 subcategories (Table 4). Below we 
discuss our findings in the context of putative functions of the wdc genes to facilitate matric 
stress adaptation model development. 
Metabolism and energy generation 
Many of the genes tagged by the fusions are predicted to play a role in energy 
metabolism or the transport of amino acids, peptides, sugars or other nutrients into the cell 
(Table 4). The transport and degradation of aromatic compounds (wdd 64, wdc222, 
wdc22Z, and wdc228) are induced under matric stress but only wdc222 and wdc223 were 
induced during solute stress. It is unclear whether these compounds are preferred 
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substrates for carbon and energy generation under reduced water availability conditions or if 
they have another role such as for compatible solute accumulation. In P. putida, putA 
(wdc222) is a multifunctional protein where both enzymatic steps for conversion of proline to 
glutamate are catalysed by the same polypeptide. In P. putida proline can serve as the sole 
C and N source. In the absence of proline, PutA also functions as a repressor of putA, but in 
the presence of proline it assumes a position in the cellular membrane where it catalyzes 
the oxidation of proline to glutamate, a reaction coupled to the electron transport chain 
(Muro-Pastor and Maloy, 1995). Expression of putA is osmotically regulated in several 
organisms (Lee et al., 2003) and in P. putida expression is similar with thermodynamically 
equivalent solute (NaCI) and matric (PEG8000) water potentials (Figure 1). 
One locus (wdc239), located on plasmid pWWO, encodes a putative periplasmic 
endonuclease typically found on IncN-plasmids (Created et al., 2002). This nuclease 
hydrolyzes double and single-strand DNA, although its role in plasmid maintenance or 
transfer is unclear. Matric stress induction of nuc suggests that genetic exchange 
mechanisms requiring this endonuclease are enhanced during matric stress or it is induced 
to scavenge nucleic acids released by dying cells (Schâfer et al., 1994). More importantly, 
this finding reveals the presence of fitness traits on catabolic plasmids that can be used for 
adaptation to stresses other than pollutant degradation. 
Fusion wdcl 95 (PP3823) is predicted to be a probable C-type cytochrome and is 
adjacent to another cytochrome c family protein (PP3822) and a hypothetical protein 
(PP33824), possibly in the same transcriptional unit. It is also homologous, albeit to a lesser 
extent, to cytochrome c4 of various bacterial species (data not shown). Cytochrome C-type 
proteins are a structurally diverse group of haemproteins, which are characterized by the 
covalent attachment of haem to the polypeptide chain at a particular sequence. Cytochrome 
c typically functions in electron transport, but they can also be found in active sites of 
enzymes (Allen et al., 2003). 
Transport 
Three of the fusions either are in genes encoding porins (wdcl 06 and wdc228) or 
have features characteristic of porins (wdcl 69) (Table 4). OprF (wdcl 06) is a major outer 
membrane porin responsible for general transport, maintaining cell shape through its 
association with the underlying peptidoglycan layer, and adhesion to biotic and abiotic 
surfaces (Hancock and Brinkman, 2002; De Mot et al., 1992). Although the growth rate 
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deficiencies of truncated OprF mutants in P. aeruginosa can be rescued to wild-type levels 
by raising the osmolarity of the growth medium, we did not observe a similar behavior with 
either NaCI or PEG8000 amendments. AroP (wdc228), a member of a family of permeases 
involved in amino acid transport, specifically transports phenylalanine, tyrosine, and 
tryptophan. Interestingly, wdc164 is predicted to encode an aminotransferase for the 
synthesis of tyrosine from aspartate. 
Oxidative stress response 
Glutathione (L-y-glutamyl-L-cysteinglycine) is primarily involved in maintaining thiol 
group status and reduction of highly reactive forms of oxygen and free radicals. y-Glutamyl 
transpeptidase (GGT) is a periplasmic enzyme that catalyzes the transfer of a y-glutamyl 
group from y-glutamyl containing compounds, such as glutathione, to amino acids, peptide 
acceptors, or water (Tate and Meister, 1981). The fusion in strain wdc207 is in one of two 
copies of ggt present in the P. putida KT2440 genome (www.tigr.org). Cellular dehydration 
can lead to a greater accumulation of oxygen radicals (Potts, 1994) and it is possible that 
increased GGT levels are required for recycling glutathione conjugates created during 
oxidative stress. 
Envelope stress response 
The cell envelope is the site of numerous physiological functions that undoubtedly require 
the presence of folding catalysts under conditions that interfere with proper protein folding. 
Three of the fusions that have a likely role in protein fate are chaperones, although wdc175 
encodes a DnaJ-family protein that is typically cytosolic. The peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans 
isomerases wdc103 (fklB2) and wcd233 catalyze the isomerization of c/s and trans forms of 
the peptide bond Xaa-Pro, significantly facilitating envelope protein folding (Fischer, 1994). 
Induction of these chaperones is generally observed under conditions where periplasmic 
proteins are misfolded, such as during elevated temperature. We also identified one 
probable carboxyl-terminai protease, wdcW7, which could remove potentially deleterious 
misfolded proteins from the periplasm. Interestingly, the serine protease inhibitor ecotin 
(wdc182, McGrath et ai., 1995) was also induced, which may quench the action of specific 
proteases while not affecting the activity of others. 
Table 4. Predicted function of wdc genes. 




wdc167 PP1277 138 100 
Wc200 PP2318 49 100 
Energy metabolism 
wdc?64 PP1872 135 100 
wdcf95 PP3823 42 98 
tvdc207 PP4659 94 100 
wdc222 PP4947 113 99 
wdc223 PP1184 154 100 
ivdc239 ORF189 59 100 
Motility 
wdc227 PP4388 185 100 
wdc252 PP4378 35 100 
Protein fate 
wdcf03 PP1714 48 100 
wdcf75 PP4848 123 100 
wdcY77 PP5058 124 94 
wdcV82 PP3072 81 98 
wdc233 PP2304 62 100 
Transport and binding proteins 
wdc 106 PP2089 77 100 





























GDSL-type lipase/acyl-CoA thioesterase I 
Aminotransferase, class l/Aspartate-tyrosine amino 
transferase 
Probable cytochrome c-type protein 
Gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase/glutathione 
Proline dehydrogenase/A1-pyrroline-5-carboxylate 
Probable dienelactone hydrolase family protein 
Endonuclease 
Flagellar hook protein 
Flagellin 
FKBP-type peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase 
DNA-J family chaperone, curved DNA-binding protein 
Putative carboxyl-terminal protease family 
Serine protease inhibitor ecotin 
Putative peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase D 
Outer membrane porin F 
Probable ABC type periplasmic sugar (maltose)-binding 
transporter 
wdc169 PP4512 102 
wdc206 PP0885 100 
wdc228 PP4495 82 
Unknown 
wdc174 PP1442 87 
wdc 190 PP2121 51 
wdc205 PP2396 33 
wdc211 PP3930 80 
wdc234 PP3428 53 



















Putative membrane protein 
Dipeptide ABC transporter, periplasmic peptide-binding 
protein 
Aromatic amino acid transport protein 
Conserved hypothetical protein/putative lipoprotein 
Putative lipoprotein 
Hypothetical protein 
Conserved hypothetical protein 
Tetratricopeptide repeat domain protein 
Hypothetical protein 
The wdc::phoA fusions are categorized by their predicted function as defined by TIGR, except for including extracellular 
polysaccharide production in the lipids and DNA degradation in energy metabolism categories. 
Gene number in P. putida KT2440 genome (Nelson et al., 2002) or ORF number on the pWWO plasmid (Created et al., 2002). 
b Number of amino acids in the amplified product matching a subject protein in the P. putida KT2440 genome or GenBank 
database using the BLASTX algorithm. 
0 Percent identity or similarity at the amino acid level. 




One gene (wdc200) was predicted to be a GDSL-type lipase, a potentially new family 
or subfamily of lipolytic enzymes (Upton and Buckley, 1995), that also has high homology to 
tesA. The E. coli tesA (pldC) gene, exhibits lysophospholipase L, and thioesterase I 
activities (Karasawa et al., 1999; Cho and Cronan, 1993) on lysophosphates and fatty acyl-
coenzyme A substrates, respectively, to produce free fatty acids. 
Unknown and other functions 
Two non-motile mutants were defective in either flagellin (fliC) or hook protein (flgE) 
biosynthesis (Table 4), indicating flagellum biosynthesis is repressed (Table 2) during 
matric, but not solute stress. Water film thickness on the medium surface may be too thin for 
flagellar rotation or the flagellum breaks during surface contact, which negatively regulates 
flagellum biosynthesis. 
Lipoproteins are defined by the presence of a cysteine residue in the C-terminal 
portion of a signal sequence as part of a modification and processing sequence called the 
lipobox (www.tigr.org). These proteins contain an N-terminal lipid-modified amino acid and 
presumably the protein is anchored by the lipid moiety to either the outer or cytoplasmic 
membrane. The functions of lipoproteins can be quite diverse (Wu, 1996) and cannot be 
predicted from their sequence. Two genes with unknown function, were annotated as a 
putative lipoprotein (wdc190) or as a hypothetical protein (wdc174) with a conserved domain 
homologous to a lipoprotein identified in the genomic sequence of P. syringae pv. tomato 
DC3000 (www.tigr.org). 
The gene wdc234 is a hypothetical protein with a tetratrico peptide repeat (TPR) 
domain, which is a degenerate 34 amino acid sequence present in tandem arrays that may 
facilitate protein-protein interactions and assembly of multiprotein complexes (Das et al., 
1998). This domain is found in proteins involved in diverse cellular processes such as, cell 
cycle control, transcription repression, stress response, and protein transport in various 
bacteria and eukaryotic organisms (Lamb et al., 1995). 
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Discussion 
In this paper we have described an approach for identifying adaptive traits in P. 
putida for growth and survival under low-water-content conditions. By limiting our mutant 
screen only to those strains that showed altered alkaline phosphatase activity to a matric 
stress, a solute stress, or both, we were able to identify a significant number of desiccation 
sensitive mutants. This approach allowed us to provide insight into the molecular 
mechanisms for growth under low-water-content conditions in terrestrial ecosystems. 
Mutants of P. putida whose expression of alkaline phosphatase reporter gene phoA was 
regulated by either an osmotic or matric stress were designated water deprivation controlled 
(wdc). In addition to characterizing the differential expression patterns of these genes 
towards osmotic and matric water stress, and other stressors, we were able to determine 
which of those genes produce a product contributing to desiccation tolerance and surface 
growth properties where water availability may influence bacterial fitness. 
The expression of 10 (32%) matric stress-induced loci increased more than 4-fold 
whereas none of the solute stress-induced loci increased more than 4-fold. It was rather 
surprising that none of the loci increased expression more than 6-fold, given the range of 
induction observed in various organisms under both stressful and non-stressful conditions. 
This could simply reflect the physiological state of surface grown cells that are likely more 
physiologically heterogeneous than planktonic cultures. Even low-level stationary-phase 
promotion of phoA reporter expression on the unamended media could reduce the apparent 
induction levels of those mutants. We think it is unlikely that low-level induction is due to 
increased accumulation of constitutively expressed phoA reporter in mutants in which the 
mutation reduces growth rates since most mutants constitutively expressing phoA do not 
increase phoA expression or exhibit reduced growth rates on the PEG or NaCI media (data 
not shown). Comparisons between expression levels on unamended and -1.0 MPa or 
lower water potential PEG media is further complicated by the fact that cell morphologies 
change considerably (Chang and Halverson, 2003). Cell length decreases dramatically 
under these conditions resulting in substantially smaller cell surface area and biovolumes, 
and thus lower levels of gene expression could be required to provide substantially higher 
concentrations of cell envelope constituents than those grown in the absence of stress. 
Although solute and matric potentials are thermodynamically equivalent, they affect 
cells differently (Halverson and Firestone, 2000; Harris, 1980; Potts, 1994), which is clearly 
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reflected in the different responses of each locus to the PEG8000- and NaCI-treatments. 
There are two primary features of PEG8000 that distinguish this solute from NaCI. First, it is 
too large to permeate the outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria thus placing its 
"osmotic" pressure across the entire cell envelope and the cytoplasmic membrane much like 
what bacteria experience while growing on a solid surface covered with a sufficiently thin 
water film to create a matric potential. Secondly, PEG is a better dehydrating agent than 
NaCI since it is believed that membrane impermeant osmolytes more effectively compete 
with proteins or other cellular macromolecules for water (Poolman et al., 2002). If adaptation 
and tolerance mechanisms to low water availability conditions only required intracellular 
water potential adjustments, we would anticipate similar alkaline phosphatase activities in 
response to thermodynamically equivalent NaCI and PEG8000 treatments. Yet, with a few 
exceptions, expression of these loci was differentially regulated by the stress imposed by 
these solutes (Figure 1 and Table 2), which suggests that their regulation occurs in 
response to the effect of the greater dehydration caused by PEG8000 or to the effect of the 
matric water pressure across the cell envelope, or both. 
The data indicate the wdc loci are primarily regulated by matric stress and not by 
other environmental or nutrient stresses that we examined (Table 2). Although we relied on 
a semi-quantitative visual score of alkaline phosphatase activity in these experiments we 
found that this approach accurately identified water deprivation-controlled genes in the 
original screen, which validates this approach. Fourteen out of thirty-five wdc loci appear to 
be regulated by the stationary phase alternative sigma factor as (also called RpoS) since we 
were able to detect alkaline phosphatase activity during stationary phase of growth (Table 
2), a feature of osmoregulated genes in other organisms (Jung et al., 1990; Gordia and 
Gutierrez, 1996). Exposure to starvation and stresses that lead to a reduction or cessation 
of growth result in a dramatic switch in RpoS-mediated gene expression that allows cells to 
cope with the new conditions. Growth rates of P. putida in PEG8000- and NaCI-amended 
media are comparable (Holden et al., 1997), suggesting that matric-stress induced loci are 
not necessarily solely under RpoS control. Relatively few wdc loci were regulated differently 
during growth at temperatures above or below 28°C than what was observed during growth 
at 28°C (Figure 4). One wdc locus was induced during growth in the presence of toluene 
yet PhoA activity from locus wdc239, located on the toluene catabolic plasmid pWWO (Table 
4), was repressed during growth in the presence of toluene (Table 2). Yet surprisingly few 
wdc loci were also regulated by toluene exposure, which suggests that there was less 
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overlap between these stress responses than initially predicted. Taken together, these 
findings indicate that there are multiple, overlapping regulatory networks influencing 
expression of the wdc loci and growth phase clearly affects expression of many wdc loci 
(Figure 4). The DNA sequence of the P. putida KT2440 genome revealed the presence of a 
large repertoire of sigma factors, the majority of which showed similarity to the 
extracytoplasmic function (ECF) subfamily within the o70 family (Martinez-Bueno et al., 
2002). The ECF subfamily specifically responds to extracytoplasmic stimuli to co-ordinate 
transcription of a suite of genes involved in adaptation to the stress (Raivio and Silhavy, 
2001). Each ECF presumably regulates a unique set of genes involved in stress responses. 
Periplasmic stress response is defined by envelope protein misfolding, and a number of 
envelope-specific protein folding factors whose expression is controlled by an ECF sigma 
factor have been identified (Raivio and Silhavy, 2001). In Escherichia coli, the CTe pathway is 
responsible for monitoring and responding to alterations in outer membrane protein folding, 
whereas the two-component system Cpx regulon is responsible for monitoring and 
responding to envelope proteins that misfold and aggregate in the periplasm. The predicted 
function of several wdc loci (Table 4) suggests these proteins facilitate protein folding or the 
degradation of mis-folded proteins, and some £ coli homologues are regulated by both 
envelope stress response signal transduction pathways (Raivio and Silhavy, 2001). 
Interestingly, none of these mutants exhibited decreased desiccation tolerance (Table 3), 
which may be explained by redundancy of these functions due to the large number of 
chaperones and proteases expressed during envelope stress. Regulation of these 
proteases and chaperones is complex since some were induced only by a solute stress 
while others were induced by both a solute and matric stress (Table 2). While expression of 
the PpiD (wdc233) homologue is osmotically regulated in Caulobacter crescentus (Zuleta et 
al., 2003), in P. putida it was matric stress induced, indicating organism-specific regulatory 
networks for responding to environmental stresses. Results presented in this study and in 
other unpublished observations suggest that AlgT (AlgU), the P. putida ortholog of the E. 
coli envelope stress sigma factor aE, is active during growth under low-water-content 
conditions, since we observed elevated expression of algA or wdcl67 (Table 2 and Table 
4). It is unclear whether expression of the chaperones and proteases induced in response 
to a matric stress (Table 4) are part of the AlgT regulon. 
In our desiccation tolerance experiments, we observed that there was substantially 
more experimental variability in survival at the 6 h sampling period, which is during a period 
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of active cell growth in the desiccating and non-desiccating treatments (Figure 3). Only 
mutant wcfc 106 (oprF) exhibited a significant decrease in desiccation tolerance compared to 
LH0001 at 6 h, whereas 4 mutants exhibited a significant increase in desiccation tolerance. 
This may reflect responses of the mutants to the absence of a gene product important for 
stress adaptation resulting in faster growth rate or cell dwarfing, both of which could lead to 
increased numbers of cells. Thirteen out of twenty-three mutants, none of the 6 mutants 
classified in the protein fate group, exhibited poorer desiccation survival than LH0001 after 
120 h (Table 3). Only one mutant in each of the energy metabolism and transport and 
binding groups and two in the unknown function group did not exhibit decreased desiccation 
tolerance. Given that the locations of the fusion in the target genes were generally near the 
5'-end resulting in a very short truncated protein it is unlikely that the fusion proteins 
exhibited wild type activity. 
Model for growth and survival in low-water-content habitats 
In this study we have begun to unravel the phenotypic and genotypic properties 
required for bacterial growth and survival in low-water-content habitats. The sheer number 
of loci regulated by both a matric and solute stress and the even greater number regulated 
solely by a matric stress suggests that adaptation to matric stress is more complex than to 
thermodynamically-equivalent solute stress, even though there is some overlap in adaptive 
responses (Figure 4). Our genetic analysis has begun to decipher the signalling pathways 
and potential structural genes that play a role in adapting for growth in low-water-content 
habitats. The signals activating transcription of the wdc genes remain to be determined, 
although at some level cell, protein, or membrane hydration likely plays a role. 
Our current model, based on these and previously published findings, suggests 
several regulatory networks directly or indirectly control expression of genes identified in our 
mutant screen. Induction of the wdc loci contributes to the adaptive response possibly by 
maintaining cell envelope structural integrity and macromolecular biosynthesis and energy 
generation capabilities under dehydrating conditions. Activation of an envelope stress 
response would counter the detrimental effects of matric stress on protein folding and 
illustrates the importance of maintaining a functional envelope. Also, degradation of 
damaged phospholipids, as evidenced by the increased expression and importance to 
desiccation tolerance of locus wdc20Q, and modification in fatty acid composition, as 
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Figure 4. Schematic illustration of possible regulatory networks influencing phoA expression in wdc 
mutants. The value within a circle or overlapping circles indicates the number of wdc loci 
regulated by those stressors. 
A. The number of temperature (Temp) 
regulated wdc loci includes those 
regulated during steady-state growth 
and by temperature shocks (see 
Table 2 and text). 
B. Overlap between stationary-phase 
and wdc-regulated genes. Fusion 
strains expressing phoA during 
exponential phase of growth were not 













evidenced by increased cis-to-trans isomerase activity during matric stress conditions 
(Halverson and Firestone, 2000) illustrates the importance of maintaining a functional and 
fluid membrane in low-water-content habitats. Induction of alginate biosynthesis (wcfc167 
[algA]) on PEGSOOO-amended medium, (Table 2 and Table 4) support previous studies 
indicating that EPS production is a fitness trait for survival in low-water-content habitats. 
Whether alginate functions to create a more hydrated microenvironment in the immediate 
environment of the cell needs to be explored directly. Adaptation to low-water-content 
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evidenced by increased cis-to-trans isomerase activity during matric stress conditions 
(Halverson and Firestone, 2000) illustrates the importance of maintaining a functional and 
fluid membrane in low-water-content habitats. Induction of alginate biosynthesis (wdc167 
[algA]) on PEGSOOO-amended medium, (Table 2 and Table 4) support previous studies 
conditions may necessitate the uptake of different nutrients, increased uptake of a particular 
nutrient, or the use of alternative transporters that function better under dehydrating 
conditions. Alternatively, dehydration leads to improper folding of these transporters, which 
in turn activates expression of genes for their biosynthesis. Some of these nutrients, such 
as proline, could also be used as compatible solutes directly or indirectly. The data also 
suggest that alternative energy generation strategies are required or that the different 
cytochrome C-type proteins have a role in the active site of enzymes specifically expressed 
under low-water-content conditions. Finally, the data indicate that cellular dehydration leads 
to oxidative stress within the cytosol, requiring the removal of potentially toxic free radical 
compounds. Since we isolated numerous genes of unknown or putative function we may be 
uncovering novel aspects of bacterial physiology required for growth and survival in low-
water-content habitats. 
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Chapter 3. Accumulation and removal of toxic lysophospholipids in 
water-limited environments 
Summary 
PP2318, a matric stress-inducible gene encoding a putative periplasmic protein of P. putida, 
was induced 2- to 5-fold during growth on complex and defined media, respectively. PP2318 
was annotated as a member of the GDSL-type lipase family and sequence analysis 
suggested the protein likely is a lysophospholipase. When desiccated, wdc200 survived 
more poorly than LH0001, indicating that PP2318 plays a role in alleviating desiccation-
mediated damage. Thin layer chromatography of phospholipid extracts of cells grown on 
basal or solute stress media did not accumulate lysophospholipids while cells grown on 
matric stress media accumulated large amounts of lysophospholipids, indicating that 
lysophospholipids accumulate in low-water-content conditions. In the absence or presence 
of water-limiting conditions, wdc200 contained more lysophospholipids than LH0001, which 
suggests that PP2318 is involved in removing lysophospholipids. Exogenous addition of 
lysophosphatidyl glycerol reduced survival of wdc200 more than of LH0001, indicating that 
lysophospholipids can be toxic. 
Introduction 
Little is known about the molecular events required for growth and survival in low-
water-content environments and to better understand these processes we identified genes 
encoding cell envelope constituents that contribute to bacterial growth and survival under 
these conditions (Chapter 2). The cell envelope is exposed to the external environment and 
is host to various essential metabolic and structural features whose proper function may be 
essential for bacterial growth in water-limited environments. Thirty-six mini-Tn5-'p/?oA 
mutants of Pseudomonas putida strain mt-2 in which expression of the alkaline phosphatase 
reporter gene was water deprivation-controlled (wdc) were identified and a substantial 
number of these wdc loci were specifically regulated by matric stress and not by 
thermodynamically-equivalent solute stress, temperature, growth phase or by exposure to 
toluene (Chapter 2). In one of these wdc mutants, wdc200, reporter gene expression was 
specifically induced by matric stress, and strain wdc200 exhibited increased sensitivity to 
desiccation stress, which suggests that the locus contributes to P. putida fitness in low-
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water-content environments. We determined that the mini-TnS-'phoA was inserted in 
PP2318, which was annotated in the P. putida genome sequence as a GDSL-type lipase / 
TesA esterase. 
Under normal conditions, cells maintain membranes in a fluid state in which fatty acyl 
chains are in a disordered arrangement yielding a low membrane viscosity. However, as 
water is removed from cells, lipids get in closer contact resulting in an increase in membrane 
viscosity yielding a non-fluid or rigid membrane (Denich et al., 2003). Unless changes to the 
membrane are made, this solidification will lead to loss of membrane integrity and normal 
membrane functions will be compromised. To counter the solidifying effects, membrane lipid 
composition undergoes reversible changes to maintain fluidity (homeoviscous adaptation, 
Sinensky, 1974) that may include increasing the fatty acid unsaturation, and changing fatty 
acyl head groups (Hazel, 1995; Vigh et al., 1998; Mansilla et al., 2004). In response to 
matric stress, P. putida rapidly alters lipid composition by increasing the amount of trans 
monounsaturated fatty acids by a constitutively expressed cis-to-trans isomerase (Cti) to 
maintain membrane integrity (Halverson and Firestone, 2000; von Wallbrunn et al., 2003). 
In this chapter we explore the role of PP2318 under water-limiting conditions. We 
show that matric stress induces the wdc200::phoA fusion to a greater extent in defined 
minimal medium than in a complex medium, indicating that nutrient status is important in 
mediating a stress response. We also show that lysophospholipids (phospholipids that have 
only one of two fatty acyl chains) accumulate to higher levels in wdc200 than LH0001, 
especially when grown under water-limited conditions. Moreover, we show that addition of 
exogenous lysophospholipids and the disruption of PP2318 impair bacterial fitness, which is 
congruent with previous reports that lysophospholipids are toxic (Weltzien, 1979; 
Niewoehner et al., 1987; Flieger et al., 2002). These results indicate that PP2318 likely 
functions as a lysophospholipase, which is involved in removing lysophospholipids or 
preventing their formation. wdc200 was more sensitive than LH0001 to desiccation, 
indicating that PP2318 contributes to survival in water-limited conditions. 
Material and methods 
Bacterial strains, growth conditions, and culture media 
Bacterial strains used in this study included a spontaneous rifampicin-resistant 
variant of Pseudomonas putida strain mt-2, designated LH0001, and a mini-Tn5-'p/?o4 
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transposon mutant of this strain, wdc200 (van de Mortel and Halverson, 2004). All strains 
were maintained at -70 °C in glycerol stock and before each experiment were cultivated for 
one to two days on tryptone-yeast extract (TYE) medium containing 15 g L"1 agar. Media 
were supplemented with antibiotics when appropriate at the following concentrations (yg 
ml_"1): rifampicin (25) and kanamycin (50). Cultures were incubated at 27 °C unless 
indicated otherwise. Tryptone yeast extract (TYE) containing Hutner's mineral solution 
(Smibert and Krieg, 1994) was prepared as described previously (van de Mortel and 
Halverson, 2004). The defined minimal medium 21C was prepared as described previously 
(Halverson and Firestone, 2000) and supplemented with citrate as a carbon source at 0.4% 
(w/v) unless indicated otherwise. To alter the water potential of the unamended (0 MPa) 
medium by -0.25, -0.5, -1.0, -1.5, or -2.5 MPa we added 100, 150, 262, 330, 430 g 
polyethylene glycol MW 8000 (PEG8000) or 3.2, 6.4, 12.8, 19.2, 32 g NaCI to simulate a 
matric or solute stress, respectively. Solid media with lowered water potentials were 
prepared by adding 10 g L"1 Phytagel gellan gum as the solidifying agent. Media were 
supplied by Difco Co. (Detroit, Ml) and chemicals were supplied by FisherBioTech (Fair 
Lawn, NJ) or Sigma (St. Louis, MO). Phospholipids 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-(phospho-
rac-(1 -glycerol)) (PG), 1,2-dipalmitoyl-s/?-glycero-3-phosphoethanol-amine (PE), and 1-
stearoyl-2-hydroxy-sn-glycero-3-(phospho-rac-1-glycerol)) (LPG) were obtained from Avanti 
Polar Lipids, Inc (Alabaster, AL). 
TesA lysophospholipase / GDSL-type lipase alignment 
TesA lysophospholipase/GDSL-type lipase protein sequences identified in genome 
sequences of various organisms were aligned using Multalin (Corpet, 1988), GeneDoc 
(Nicholas et al., 1997) and manual editing. Sequences included: PP2318 (P. putida KT2440, 
GenBank accession number AAN67931); Pflu02003099 (P. fluorescens PfO-1, 
ZP_002641); Psyr020523 (P. syrmgae pv. synngae B728a, ZP_002058); PSPTQ2268 (P. 
syringae pv. tomato DC3000, AA055782); PA2856 (P. aeruginosa PA01, AAG06244); 
Avin02003214 (Azotobacter vinelandii, ZP_00342227); b0494 (Escherichia coli K12 
MG1655, NP_415027); Lpn_PlaA (Legionella pneumophila, AF510106); PP0418 (P. putida 
KT2440, P40604); and PA5112 (P. aemg/nosa PA01, AAB61674). 
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Influences of water stress severity on alkaline phosphatase expression 
We examined the effect of lowering the water potential of complex (TYE) and defined 
minimal (21C) media on alkaline phosphatase (phoA) reporter gene expression in either a 
microtiter-based assay or a tube-based assay. Briefly, in the tube assay, cells were removed 
from plates and resuspended in 2.5 ml_ of glycine buffer (0.04M, pH 10.5) to an OD66o - 0.2. 
To release periplasmic proteins, 62.5 juL of 0.1 % sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) and 62.5 uL 
of chloroform were mixed with the cell suspensions and vortexed. For detection of PhoA 
activity, 12.5 juL of freshly prepared 0.5 mM 4-methylumbelliferyl phosphate (MUP; 
Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) solution in glycine buffer was added and incubated at 37 °C 
for 30 min. Alkaline phosphatase activity was competitively inhibited by the addition of 15 p,L 
of 0.1 M KH2P04 and the fluorescent phosphatase-cleaved product 7-hydroxy-4-
methylcoumarin was measured using a FluoroMax-2 spectrofluorometer (Instruments SA 
Inc, Edison, NJ) with DataMax for Windows software interface (version 2.2). Excitation 
wavelength, emission wavelength, band pass width, and integration times were 360 nm, 449 
nm, 5 nm, and 0.5 s, respectively. The specific fluorescence is the culture fluorescence 
relative to culture biomass (OD660nm). The induction or repression ratio is the specific 
fluorescence of a strain cultivated on PEG8000- or NaCI-amended media relative to the 
specific fluorescence of that strain cultivated on unamended media. 
Crude lipid extraction 
Cells for lipid extraction were grown on solid 21C media with or without PEG8000 or 
NaCI amendments. The inoculum was prepared by resuspending 1 or a few colonies from 
an overnight-grown culture on a 21C plate in 1 mL 0.05 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 8) 
and spreading 100 f.iL onto a plate. After 24h incubation at 27 °C, 3 mL of sterile water was 
added to each plate and cells were resuspended off plates using gentle pipetting action. The 
cell suspension was centrifuged at 7,000 rpm for 10 minutes at room temperature, and the 
cell pellet was resuspended in 6 mL sterile water, centrifuged at 5,000 rpm for 10 min, 
before resuspending the cell pellet in 3 mL of water. A 250-p.L aliquot was removed for 
BioRad protein determination. The remaining cell suspension was transferred to a 13 x 100 
mm Pyrex™ tube closed with a Kimble™ Teflon®-lined cap and spun down at 5,000 rpm for 
10 min. Lipids were extracted from the cell pellet using the Bligh and Dyer extraction method 
(Bligh and Dyer, 1959) by adding 1 mL of chloroform and 2 mL of methanol. After 3h 
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incubation on a rotary mixer, an additional 1 mL of chloroform and 1 mL of sterile water were 
added, and the mixture was allow to incubate on the rotary mixer for 30 min, before phases 
were allowed to separate overnight at 4 °C. The bottom chloroform-phase was transferred to 
a clean glass tube. Lipids remaining in the methanol-water-phase were re-extracted with 2 
mL of chloroform and incubated on the rotary mixer for 30 min to 1h after which the phases 
were allowed to separate for 1-2h prior to pooling the first and second chloroform-
extractions. Chloroform was evaporated by heating the samples at 40 °C under a stream of 
nitrogen to prevent lipid oxidation. Dried lipid extracts were stored at -70 °C and were 
resuspended in a predetermined volume of chloroform designed to normalize all extractions 
to the original cell biomass (protein content). Lipid suspensions were stored at -20 °C. 
TLC separation of phospholipids 
For the detection of phospholipids, 10 to 50 gL aliquots of lipid extracts were applied 
to K6 silica gel plates (60 A pore size, 250 pm layer thickness; Whatman Inc, Clifton, NJ). To 
identify lipids 25 pi of equimolar 0.33 mM mixture of PG, PE and LPG were applied to the 
TLC plate as standards. Samples and standards were applied to plates and developed in 
-50 mL of a chloroform:methanol:water (65:25:4 (vol/vol/vol)) solvent mixture (Flieger et al., 
2002). To visualize phospholipids, silica plates were air-dried, slowly saturated with water, 
and then stained for 1-2 min in a 0.2% amido black 10B solution of 0.1 M NaCI (Plekhanov, 
1999). 
Fatty acid analysis 
Cells were grown for 24h on TYE plates with or without -1.5 MPa PEG8000- or 
Nad-amendments, after which they were collected from the plates and subjected to whole-
cell fatty acid methyl ester (FAME) extraction as previously described (Sasser, 1990). 
FAMEs were analyzed on a Hewlett-Packard (Rolling Meadows, IL) 6890 gas 
chromatograph equipped with an HP Ultra2 capillary column (crosslinked 5%-diphenyl-95%-
dimethylsiloxane; 25-m length x 0.2-mm i d. x 0.33-mm film thickness), a flame ionization 
detector, an autosampler, and HP Chemstation software. The gas chromatograms were 
analyzed with the Sherlock aerobe method (Microbial ID, 1996; MIDI, Newark DE), which 
separates FAMEs from 9 to 20 carbons in length and presents FAME data in units of 
percent of the total area of named FAMEs. Peaks were compared with standards for the 
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Sherlock MIDI Identification System and commercially available 16:1 ©7trans and 16:1 ©7cis 
standards, since the Sherlock MIDI system combines these fatty acids into one group. 
Lysophosphatidyl glycerol toxicity assay 
Cultures were grown on -1.0 MPa PEGSOOO-amended 21C plates for 24h. Cells 
were resuspended off plates using 3 mL 1/16-strength 21C broth per plate, washed three 
times in the same medium, concentrated to an OD660nm of -0.8, and divided into 10 mL 
aliquots. Various concentrations of LPG in chloroform or 20 mM Tris (pH 7.2) containing 
0.5% (v/v) Triton X-100 were then added and culturable counts were determined at various 
times by spiral plating onto TSA plates. LPG was solubilized by sonification for at least 5 min 
prior to use. Two experiments used chloroform to solubilize LPG and three experiments 
used Tris-Triton with three replications in each experiment. 
Desiccation assay 
The desiccation tolerance of planktonic cultures of LH0001 and wdc200 were 
determined by exposing them to environments that either contained a water-saturated 
atmosphere (100% relative humidity (RH)) or an atmosphere with reduced RH (76% RH) as 
described in Chapter 2. Culturability of cells was monitored over time. The experiment was 
repeated three times with four replications. 
Statistical analysis 
All statistical analyses were performed using JMP (version 5, SAS Institute, Cary, 
NC). Statistical analysis on FAME data was performed on the arcsin square root-
transformed proportion of the total area of named FAMEs and modeled effects were strain, 
treatment, experiment, and replication and the two-way interaction between strain and 
medium amendment. A Student's West was used to compare treatment means. Statistical 
analysis on data from the LPG toxicity study was performed on log 10-transformed survival 
data with the modeled effects strain, replication, LPG treatment, and time, and the two- and 
three-way interactions between stain, LPG treatment, and time. Separate analyses were 
performed on individual experiments and on experiments using chloroform or Tris-Triton. A 
Student's f-test was used to compare treatment means. Statistical analysis on data from the 
desiccation assay was performed on log10-transformed CFU and % survival data in separate 
ANOVAs and a Student's f-test was used to compare treatment means. For analysis of % 
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survival, we excluded the 100% RH treatment and Oh sampling period, since these data 
points were all 100% survival. Modeled effects included strain, time, and experiment. 
Results 
Molecular characterization of wdc200 
In a previous study we obtained a wdcv.phoA fusion strain, wdc200, whose 
expression of alkaline phosphatase activity was induced by a matric, but not by a solute, 
water stress. The wdc-fusion was located in gene number PP2318 of the P. putida KT2440 
genome (Nelson et al., 2002) with an annotated predicted function as a GDSL-type lipase. 
Further analysis of this gene has revealed that it not only contains the motif of GDSL-type 
lipases (pfam00657), but also a motif characteristic of lysophospholipase L, and related 
esterases (COG2755). In the genomic context PP2318 is followed by two conserved 
hypothetical proteins (PP2319 and PP2320) and a short hypothetical protein coding 
sequence (PP2321) (Figure 1). Homologues for PP2319 are found only in closely related 
Pseudomonas and Azotobacter vinelandii genomes, and no domain or motif has been 
identified. The predicted amino acid sequence for PP2320 contains three overlapping 
A. 
PP2317 PP2318 PP2519 FP2320 PP2321 
B. 
-35 -10 +1 PP2318-» 
CTTTGCTAAG GÎTCTGCGCA ACGAGAATGC TGGGGCTCAÏ GGAG.AATCCG ATGCGAGTGT GGTGGTTGAG 
GAAACGATTC CAAGTCGCGT TGCTCTTACG ACCCCGAGTA CCTCTTAGGC TACGCTCACA CCACCAACTC 
(-PP2317 +1 RBS -10 
Figure 1. The genomic context of PP2318 in P. putida. A. The arrows depict the relative location, size 
and orientation of PP2318 and neighboring genes. The mini-TnS-'pboA insertion point is 
indicated by the inverted triangle. Putative promoter regions are indicated with an arrow 
(r+). B. Nucleotide sequence of the putative promoter region of PP2318 (top strand) and 
PP2317 (bottom strand), RNA polymerase binding site consensus sequence (shaded 
boxes), ribosomal binding sites (RBS; in italics and underlined), and translational start site 
(in bold). 
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domains of unknown function (pfam03734, COG1376 and COG2389). PP2321 encodes a 
short predicted peptide with no homology to any conserved regions. Striking is the short 
upstream region for PP2318 and the upstream gene PP2317, which is transcribed in the 
opposite direction and encodes a putative ATP-binding protein of an ABC transporter, since 
the start codons of these genes are separated by only 10 bases (Figure 1). Putative 
promoter elements and ribosomal binding sites were found for these genes, as well as for 
PP2319, and PP2320, but not PP2321. This indicates that the PP2318 message is likely 
monocistronic, and that the mini-Tn5-'p/?aA insertion in wdc200 likely did not disrupt 
expression of PP2319 and other downstream genes. 
The gene PP2318 is a member of a family of lipolytic enzymes containing five 
conserved blocks of amino acid sequence, of which the first block near the N terminus 
contains the signature glycine-aspartate-serine-leucine (G-D-S-L) amino acid motif (Upton 
and Buckley, 1995) (Figure 2). Within this lipase family three subgroups have been identified 
based on the presence or absence of additional N- or C-terminal domains (Flieger et al., 
2002). Group A does not contain additional domains outside the core five conserved blocks. 
Group B is defined by the presence of an additional N-terminal domain and group C is 
defined by a C-terminal autotransporter domain (Henderson et al., 1998; Flieger et al,, 
2002). The genome sequence of P. putida KT2440 contains two lysophospholipase/GDSL-
like lipase genes: the periplasmic enzyme PP2318 belonging to group A and PP0418, which 
is likely secreted, belonging to group C. Both P. putida proteins have been included in the 
alignment (Figure 2) along with various homologs from other sequenced Pseudomonas 
species, a related Azotobacter vinelandii protein, and functionally characterized 
lysophospholipases from E. coli (Cho and Cronan, 1993) and Legionella pneumophila 
(Flieger et al., 2002). 
Differences between group A and C GDSL-type lipases become apparent in the 
alignment. Block I highlights differences between the Pseudomonad group A proteins 
comprised of a glycine-aspartate-serine-isoleucine (GDSI) motif and the other proteins in 
group A and C contain the GDSL motif (Figure 2). Further similarities among 
Pseudomonads and E. coli protein were observed and highlighted in Figure 2. High levels of 
conservation of amino acids in all five blocks, strongly suggests that PP2318 functions as a 
lysophospholipase L, (Karasawa et al., 1991; Karasawa et al., 1999; Akoh et al., 2004). 
# Organism 
1. P. putida 
2. P. fluorescens 
3. P. syringae B728a 
4.  P. syringae DC3000 
5.  P. aeruginosa 
6. Azotobctr. vinel. 
7. Escherichia coli 
8. Legionella pneum. 
9. P. putida 
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Figure 2. Protein sequence alignment of P. putida PP2318 with members of the GDSL-type lipase family. Sequences of the five closest 
matches to PP2318 and 5 others representative of various subgroups are aligned along the five conserved blocks of the GDSL-type 
lipase family, followed by the consensus sequence. The numbers between parentheses indicate the number of amino acids before and 
after each conserved block. Shaded areas indicate shared identity of the amino acid among the compared sequence entries; 100% 
identity (black background with white letters; capital letters in consensus sequence), 80% (dark grey background with white letters; 
lower case letters in consensus sequence), 60% (light grey background with black letters). Amino acid that are part of the catalytic triad 
(•) and amino acids conserved among group A Pseudomonads (*) are indicated above the alignment. 
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Regulation of wdc200::phoA fusion 
To understand reporter gene expression relative to native background expression 
and to assess the influence of nutrient conditions, we examined differences in matric stress 
induction of the wdc200::phoA fusion on complex (TYE) and defined minimal (21C) medium. 
PhoA activity of wdclOO gradually increased with decreasing matric potential to a maximum 
of 2.1-fold at -1.5 MPa V compared to 0 MPa conditions and ~6 fold above LH0001 activity 
when grown on complex medium (Figure 3A). When cells were grown on defined minimal 
medium, the response between matric and solute stress induction was even more divergent 
for wdc200 at -1.5 MPa f (Figure 3B), indicating that nutrient status is important in 
mediating a stress response. Previously, we showed that reporter gene activity of surface-
grown cultures was not controlled by growth phase, elevated temperature or toluene 
exposure, but wdc200::phoA was induced by cold shock (Chapter 2). Examination of 
planktonic cells grown in defined minimal and complex medium showed that wdc200::phoA 
was not induced by high cell-density (R22iC=0.08; R2tye=0.05) or over time (R221C=0.22; 
R2tye=0.03), indicating that wdc200\:phoA is not growth phase-regulated, which is congruent 
with previous results with surface-grown cells (Chapter 2). 
Water deprivation causes lysophospholipid accumulation 
We examined whether water-limited conditions influenced the phospholipid 
composition of wdc200. Thin layer chromatography (TLC) of lipid extracts revealed the most 
abundant phospholipid was phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) and there were lesser amounts 
of phosphatidylglycerol (PG) (Figure 4), which confirms what has been found in P. 
putida{Fang et al., 2000). A third phospholipid was observed in most samples, which 
possibly is phosphatidyldimethylethanolamine, another phospholipid head group made by P. 
putida (Fang et al., 2000). When cells were grown on unamended 0 MPa or -1.5 MPa V7 
NaCI-amended media lysophosphoglycerol (LPG) was not detected. However, cells grown 
on -1.5 or -2.5 MPa PEGSOOO-amended medium accumulated relatively large amounts 
of LPG, and more LPG accumulated in wdc200 than in LH0001. Cells of wdc200 grown on 
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B. 21C 
5= 2x10" -
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Water potential (-MPa) 
Figure 3. Representative alkaline phosphatase reporter activities of wdc200 (•, #) and LH0001 (V, 
O) when grown on rich medium (TYE, A) or defined minimal medium (21C,0.2% citrate, B) 
amended with either PEG8000 (V, •) or NaCI (O, •) as a function of water deprivation 
severity. The experiment was repeated three times with 3 replications each. 
-2.5 MPa PEGSOOO-amended medium had a second lysophospholipid spot on the TLC 
plate, which could possibly be lysophosphatidylethanolamine or lysophosphatidyldimethyl-
ethanolamine. The increase in amount of lysophospholipids (LPL) on matric stress medium 
correlates with the wdc200:\phoA reporter gene expression profile, where phoA was 
expressed at low levels in basal medium and is upregulated by a matric stress, but not a 
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Figure 4. TLC analysis showing the effect of reduced water availability on the phospholipid 
composition of wdc200 and LH0001. Lipids were extracted from cells grown on 21C 
without (NS) or with-1.5 MPa V NaCI (-1.53), and -1.5 and -2.5 MPa V PEG8000 (-1,5M 
and 2.5M, respectively) amendments. Sample aliquots normalized to biomass and a 
mixture of standards (STD) containing 1,2-dipalmitoyl-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine 
(PE), 1,2-distearoyl-glycero-3-(phospho-(1 -glycerol)) (PG) and 1 -stearoyl-2-hydroxy-
glycero-3-(phospho-1 -glycerol)) (LPG) in chloroform were applied to silica plates. The 
solvent was a chloroform-methanol-water (65:25:4) mixture, and lipids were visualized by 
staining with Amido Black 10B. Circles highlight phospholipid spots or regions on the plate 
in which stain was not absorbed, which indicates the presence of LPL. Similar results were 
obtained in independent experiments. 
E/fecfs of reduced wafer aya/ZaM/fy on /a#y ac/d compose/on 
P. putida modifies its fatty acid composition in response to the membrane 
destabilizing effects of cellular dehydration by converting cis monounsaturated fatty acids to 
their trans isomer (Halverson and Firestone, 2000) by a constitutively expressed cis-to-trans 
isomerase localized in the periplasm (Holtwick et al., 1997). We examined the effect of 
reduced water availability on the fatty acid composition of wdc200 to determine whether 
PP2318 influences cellular fatty acid composition, and particularly the trans fatty acid 
content. The fatty acid composition of wdc200 and LH0001 were virtually identical, except 
when wdc2QQ was cultivated on matric stress-medium and had lower amounts of 16:1 
NS -1.5S -1.SM STD STD NS -1.5S -1.5M 
PE 
o 
• • Q PG o ; ) !---; 
L.  • '  O LPG O ' 
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w7 trans fatty acids (Table 1). This result indicates that PP2318 does not have a major role in 
modifying fatty acid composition of P. putida in water-limited environments. 
Table 1. Effects of reduced water availability on the fatty acid composition of wdc200 and LH0001. 
Treatment % fatty acid a 
16:1 u)7c/s 16:1 uj7 trans 17:0 cyclo Saturated: 
Unsaturated b 
Unamended control 
LH0001 41.93 ± 0.71 a 0 ± 0 c 1.57 ± 0.20 d 0.43 ± 0.02 be 
wdc200 40.65 ±0.46 a 0±0c 2.08 ± 0.17 cd 0.41 ± 0.02 c 
-1.5MPa VNaCI 
LH0001 38.00 ± 1.31 b 0 ± 0 c 3.02 ± 0.91 be 0.48 ± 0.03 a 
wdc200 38.42 ± 0.70 b 0 ± 0 c 3.34 ± 0.50 ab 0.41 ± 0.02 c 
-1.5MPa V PEG8000 
LH0001 27.27 ± 0.71 c 9.55 ± 0.63 a 2.89 ± 0.34 abc 0.48 ± 0.01 a 
wdc200 27.99 ± 0.36 c 7.83 ± 0.39 b 3.99 ± 0.34 a 0.46 ± 0.01 ab 
a Mean ± SÊM of 2 experiments, each with three replications. Values with the same 
letter within a column are not statistically different based on a Student's t test 
(P<0.05). 
b Sum of f 
percent 16:1 and 18:1 unsaturated and 17:0 cyclopropyl fatty acid. 
percent 12:0, 14:0, 16:0 and 18:0 saturated fatty acids relative to the sum of 
wdc200 is more susceptible to toxic lysophosphoglycerol than LH0001 
We assessed whether IPG is toxic to P. putida. The culturability of cells exposed to 
exogenous^ added LPG was significantly reduced compared to the control treatment and 
the decrease in culturability correlated with an increase in the concentration of LPG, 
indicating a toxic effect of LPG on P. putida (Figure 5). LPG was dissolved in chloroform and 
Tris-Triton X-100 and there was greater toxicity with chloroform, possibly because LPG was 
more readily taken up by the cell in the presence of chloroform than in the presence of 
detergent containing Tris buffer. Regardless of the solvent used in the experiment, wdc200 
was more sensitive to LPG toxicity as evidenced by the greater and more rapid decline in 
culturability following exposure to LPG (Figure 5). This suggests that one putative function of 
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Figure 5. Representative experiment demonstrating the effect of lysophosphatidyl glycerol (LPG) on 
the survival of wdc200 and LH0001. LPG was added to cells that were cultivated under 
conditions that had been shown to increase expression of the wdc200::phoA fusion. 
Survival of LH0001 (closed symbols) and wdc200 (open symbols) to the addition of 0 (#, 
O), 0.05 (•, V), and 0.1 (•, •) mM LPG in chloroform. Survival was defined as the 
culturable population size relative to the culturable population size at the start of the 
experiment (toh). Points are the mean and bars the SEM (n=3). 
Reduced desiccation tolerance of wdc200 
In Chapter 2, we showed that wdc200 was more desiccation sensitive than LH0001 
at 120h. Here we show the temporal behavior of wdc200 relative to LH0001 over the entire 
120h desiccation period. As we observed before, bacterial survival was fairly variable after 
6h of exposure to desiccation, yet 6h after exposure to air drying culturable counts of 
wdc200 were significantly greater than LH0001 (Figure 6). Maximum population sizes of 
wdc200 and LH0001 were achieved within 24h in both the desiccated and undesiccated 
treatments. While the population sizes in the undesiccated treatment did not change 
thereafter, they decreased substantially in the desiccated treatment, and by 120h there were 
statistically significant fewer culturable wdc200 cells (P < 0.05) than wild-type cells. This 
































Figure 6. Desiccation tolerance of wdclOO and LH0001. Culturability of cells exposed to desiccating 
(76% RH, V) and non-desiccating conditions (100% RH, •) and their desiccation survival 
relative to the undesiccated treatment (•, dashed line). LH0001 (A, reprinted from Mol 
Microbiol 52:735-750) wdc200 (B). The points are the mean and bars the SEM of three 
experiments. 
Discussion 
Although much research has focused on bacterial tolerance mechanisms to solute 
(osmotic) stress (see e.g. Csonka, 1989; Heermann and Jung, 2004), not much is known 
about bacterial tolerance mechanisms in conditions where water availability is limited by its 
physical removal. We therefore isolated transposon mutants in which reporter gene activity 
was regulated when cells were grown on various levels of matric and solute stress media 
(Chapter 2). In this chapter we describe the characterization of wdc200 and how 
dehydrating conditions may affect membrane integrity. 
In silico analysis of the predicted translated sequence of the transposon-disrupted 
gene PP2318 shows that it is comprised of two overlapping conserved regions. The 
pfam00657-domain reveals that the predicted protein is a member of the family of GDSL-
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type lipases and the COG2755-motif suggests that the protein is a periplasmic 
lysophospholipase L, (pldC). The genomic context of PP2318 reveals that it is the first of 
four genes that are transcribed in the same direction and putative promoter and ribosomal 
binding sites were found for PP2318, PP2319 and PP2320, suggesting PP2318 is 
transcribed as a monocistronic mRNA (Figure 1A). The downstream genes are conserved in 
bacteria to various degrees and no functional homology has been found for any of them. 
PP2318 messages are likely initiated from a putative promoter present in the PP2317-
PP2318 intergenic region and 5' region of PP2317, which encodes a putative ATP-binding 
protein of an ABC transporter and is transcribed the opposite orientation of PP2318 (Figure 
1B). The overlap of promoter regions may result in RNA polymerase competition for these 
two promoters. Through protein sequence comparison of highly conserved sequence blocks 
within the GDSL-type lipase family, we observed protein sequence conservation among 
Pseudomonads and the E. coli protein b0494, strongly suggesting PP2318 functions as a 
lysophospholipase L, (Figure 2). 
We showed alkaline phosphatase (phoA) reporter gene activity was induced only 
when cells were grown on PEGSOOO-amended complex medium (Figure 3A), and that 
wdc2Q0::phoA activity was independent of growth phase, which confirmed previous results 
(Chapter 2). The phoA induction profile was similar when cells were grown on defined 
minimal medium (Figure 3B), albeit that induction of phoA is greater on PEGSOOO-amended 
defined minimal medium compared to complex medium. This is most likely due to the 
absence of compounds such as compatible solutes in the defined medium that help mediate 
matric stress tolerance in rich medium. Alternatively, the quantity and types of nutrients in 
complex medium could result in cells being more metabolically fit to deal with matric stress, 
and therefore may not require the same induction levels compared to cells grown on defined 
minimal medium. Moreover, when grown in the absence of stress, expression of 
wdc200::phoA fusion was ~6 higher than native PhoA activity of LH0001. We observed that 
LPL accumulate in wdc200 in the absence of a matric stress and consequently PP2318 may 
contribute to the removal of potentially toxic LPL that accumulated during growth. 
We examined the phospholipid composition of cells cultured on 0 MPa y, 
PEG8000-, and NaCI-amended media, and observed three phospholipids present in P. 
putida cells (Figure 4). Using standards, we identified the major phospholipid as PE and one 
of the minor phospholipids as PG. The third spot did not always show up on TLC silica 
plates, possibly since it migrates close to PG. Although we are unable to identify this 
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phospholipid, it might be phosphatidyldimethylethanolamine (PDME), which is present in P. 
putida mt-2 membranes when succinate is the carbon source (Fang et al., 2000). LPL do not 
take up the Amido Black 10B stain and were detected because they prevented background 
staining of the silica. Using a LPG standard, we did not observe LPG when cells were grown 
on unamended 0 MPa f or NaCI-amended medium, while LPG accumulated when cells 
were grown on PEGSOOO-amended medium, and more LPG accumulated in wdc200 than in 
LH0001 (Figure 4). In the -2.5 MPa V PEGSOOO-treatment, a second LPL spot appeared 
which may be lysophosphatidylethanolamine or lysophosphatidyldimethylethanolamine. To 
our knowledge, this is the first report that LPL accumulate under low-water content 
conditions. LPL accumulated to a larger amount in wdc200 than LH0001, indicating that 
PP2318 plays a role in the breakdown of LPL. The increased amount of LPL under low-
water-content conditions corresponds with the upregulation of wdc200::phoA on PEGSOOO-
amended medium (Figure 3). 
We assessed the effect of disruption of PP2318 in wdc200 on membrane fatty acid 
composition. Fatty acid composition of wdclOO and LH0001 were similar in the presence or 
absence of water-deprivation treatments, except for a decrease in the amount of 16:1 
w7trans in wdc200 compared to LH0001 when cells were grown on PEGSOOO-amended 
medium (Table 1). P. putida cells have been found to convert 16:1 co7cis fatty acid to 16:1 
wltrans fatty acid upon dehydration (Halverson and Firestone, 2000) through a 
constitutive^ expressed cis-to-trans isomerase (Cti) (Heipieper et al., 1992; Holtwick et al., 
1997). The isomerization process requires an electrophilic iron, Fe3+ (von Wallbrunn et al., 
2003), generating an Fe2+-ion in the process. Reactive oxygen intermediates are likely to be 
present in greater abundance under water-limited conditions (Potts, 1994), and if hydrogen 
peroxide (H202) is present, it can generate a hydroxy! radial (OH*) though oxidation by Fe2+ 
forming Fe3+ (Fenton reaction) (Minotti and Aust, 1987; Adibhatla et al., 2003). The 
production of these hydroxy I radicals could stimulate lipid peroxidation of 16:1 w7 cis fatty 
acids during the conversion to 16:1 uS7trans fatty acid by Cti. Subsequently, during the 
degradation of these oxidized lipids lysophospholipids accumulate, yielding significantly less 
16:1 oS7trans fatty acid in wdc200 than in LHOOO1 (Table 1). Indeed, lysophospholipids have 
been shown to be products of lipid peroxidation in liposomes (Vitrac et al., 2004) and 
accumulate together with free fatty acids after oxidative tissue damage (Ryu et al., 2000). 
Preliminary results suggest that wdc200::phoA is induced by oxidative stress (data not 
shown). Together these results also suggest wdc200::phoA is induced because of LPL 
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accumulation in cells grown on matric stress medium, and not necessarily because PP2318 
is less effective when dehydrated. 
Presumably, LPL are toxic and lysophospholipases remove LPL by degrading them 
to the glycerol backbone and free fatty acid (Weltzien, 1979; Niewoehner et al., 1987; 
Garsetti et al., 1992; Flieger et al., 2002). To assess whether LPL are toxic to P. putida we 
exposed surface-grown cells cultured on PEGSOOO-amended medium to exogenously 
supplied LPG and determined culturability over time. We found that survival of cells exposed 
to LPG was significantly poorer than the control, and survival decreased with increasing 
LPG concentrations, indicating that LPG was toxic. Moreover, we found that wdc200 
exhibited significantly poorer survival after LPG exposure than LH0001, suggesting that loss 
of PP2318 rendered wdc200 more sensitive to LPG toxicity. Presumably, exogenous LPL 
are rapidly incorporated into the membrane bilayer (Niewoehner et al., 1987) and 
incorporation of even a relatively small amount of these 'wedge-shaped' molecules into the 
phospholipid bilayer induces excessive curvature of the planar membrane structure 
(Weltzien, 1979), leading to disruptive membrane changes (Niewoehner et al., 1987) and 
leakage (Lee and Chan, 1977; Weltzien, 1979; Lindahl et al., 1986). Insertion of LPL may 
also cause a redistribution of charges within the membrane and redistribute membrane 
proteins thereby changing their activity (Lumper et al., 1970). 
To determine whether the lack of PP2318 activity had an impact on fitness, we 
tested the ability of wdc200 to survive desiccation. Within the first 6h after exposure to 
desiccation, wdc200 rapidly increased in population size, while LH0001 population size only 
slightly increased, indicating that wdc200 responded differently during early adaptation 
events to desiccation (Figure 6). It is likely that when cells are desiccated, LPL accumulate 
similar to what was observed for cells grown on PEGSOOO-amended medium (Figure 4), and 
exert a toxic effect, analogous to the LPG toxicity study (Figure 5). Growth and concomitant 
synthesis of new membrane lipids may dilute toxic LPL during the initial exposure to 
desiccation, while LH0001 may enter a short log state and resume growth after 6h. For both 
strains, population sizes were similar by 24h, presumably because the carrying capacity of 
the filter disk may have been reached. Compared to LH0001 at 120h after exposure to 
desiccation, survival of wdc200 was significantly poorer, which suggests that PP2318 
contributes to desiccation survival, presumably by removing toxic LPL. 
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In summary, we found that the matric stress-induction of PP2318 correlates with the 
increased presence of LPL in cells grown on PEGSOOO-amended medium, and that wdc200 
contains more LPL than LH0001. Moreover, we observed a toxic effect when LPG was 
added exogenously, and this was more pronounced with wdc200 than in LH0001. In a 120h-
desiccation treatment, wdc200 was more sensitive to desiccation than LH0001, possibly due 
to LPL accumulation. The fatty acid profile of tvdc200 and LH0001 were not very different, 
suggesting that PP2318 is not involved in changing fatty acid composition. All these results 
suggest that PP2318 likely functions to remove LPL in the membranes, which is important 
for to survival in water-limited environments since these environments can stimulate LPL 
production. 
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Chapter 4. Differential tolerance of Pseudomonas puf/cfa biofilm 
and planktonic cells to desiccation 
Summary 
Survival to dehydration stress requires multiple tolerance mechanisms being induced. In 
understanding how cells cope with dehydration stress it is helpful to study some of the major 
factors in more detail. The factors described in this chapter include growth form (biofilm or 
planktonic cells), severity of desiccation stress (various increments between 56 to 100% 
relative humidity), type of dehydration (matric or solute), and nutritional status. Our results 
indicated that biofilm cells are more desiccation tolerant than planktonic cells. Generally, cell 
survival decreased with increasing desiccation severity, except in the more severe 
desiccation treatment which did not result in the least amount of survival. We also show that 
matric stress is more stressful to planktonic cells than thermodynamically-equivalent solute 
stress, suggesting that matric stress is the main factor determining bacterial survival as 
habitats dry. 
Introduction 
In terrestrial habitats bacteria often reside on surfaces in aggregates enmeshed in an 
exopolymeric matrix forming a biofilm community, much like those described in medical and 
aquatic environments (Costerton et al., 1995). These biofilms are frequently exposed to 
unsaturated conditions in which they are covered by water films that vary in thickness 
depending on the water content. Under saturated conditions the total water potential (i.e. the 
chemical potential of water) is primarily comprised of the solute potential due to the effect of 
dissolved solutes on water availability, but as a terrestrial habitat dries (becomes water-
limited), water is reduced through its interaction with matrices and the matric potential 
becomes the dominant component of the total water potential (Papendick and Campbell, 
1980). These forms of water stress affect bacteria differently, since with a solute stress 
bacteria are still bathed in water, albeit of lower water potential, while with a matric stress 
water is physically removed from cells and they become desiccated. With the reduction in 
matric potential, the water film covering cells becomes thinner, which influences diffusion of 
gases and increases solute concentrations and bulk liquid flow becomes restricted 
(Papendick and Campbell, 1980; Freckman, 1986). 
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Physiological features of biofilm cells have been reported to be markedly different 
from those of their planktonic cells counterparts (Prigent-Combaret et al., 1999; Sauer et al., 
2002), and contribute to their ecological fitness (Desai et al., 1998; Brooun et al., 2000; 
Cochran et al., 2000; Maira-Litrân et al., 2000; Monier and Lindow, 2003; Teitzel and 
Parsek, 2003). However, tolerance of biofilm cells to various stresses has mainly focused on 
toxic chemicals and little is known about differences between biofilm and planktonic cell 
tolerance toward physiochemical stresses. Like biofilms in aquatic environments, biofilms in 
unsaturated habitats are comprised of aggregates of cells enmeshed in exopolymeric 
material (Auerbach et al., 2000; Chang and Halverson, 2003; Steinberger and Holden, 
2004). The presence of an exopolymeric matrix around biofilm cells can create physical 
barriers and gradients that can benefit resident cells, they can concentrate nutrients from 
dilute sources, shield cells from inhibitory compounds, or concentrate enzymes leading to 
increased microbial activity (Sutherland, 2001; Monier and Lindow, 2004). In Pseudomonas, 
the production of exopolysaccharides (EPS) increases in response to desiccation (Roberson 
and Firestone, 1992; Chang and Halverson, 2003), where they have been implicated in the 
protection of cells to desiccation (Chenu, 1993; Ophir and Gutnick, 1994). The inherent 
different physiology of biofilm and planktonic cells and the protective microenvironment 
created by biofilm growth may increase the ability of bacteria to withstand environmental 
stresses, such as desiccation. 
Recent studies on the effect of environmental stresses on biofilm and planktonic cells 
have generally failed to address either the role of biofilm cell physiology, biofilm 
ultrastructure or both. For example, planktonic Campylobacter jejuni cells survived longer 
than resuspended biofilm cells during chilled storage in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 
and on meats (Dykes et al., 2003). Other studies showed enhanced survival of simulated 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa biofilms (immobilizing planktonic cells in alginate beads) to UV-
radiation damage and exposure to various toxic chemicals (Elasri and Miller, 1999; Elasri et 
al., 2000). To contribute to biofilm research, it is useful to compare stress tolerance of cells 
in intact biofilm communities with planktonic cells exposed to the same environmental 
stressor. 
The objective of this study was to determine whether cells within intact 
Pseudomonas putida biofilms are more desiccation tolerant than planktonic cells. We also 
wanted to ascertain whether matric and solute stress affect growth and survival in water-
limited environments similarly. We used the soil saprophyte and rhizosphere colonist 
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Pseudomonas putida strain mt-2 as a model organism, since it likely encounters water 
deprivation in soil habitats. Our approach was to expose intact biofilms and planktonic cells 
to desiccating conditions and to assess the survival of planktonic cells under conditions that 
simulate matric and solute stress. We used the non-permeating solute polyethylene glycol 
MW 8000 (PEG8000) to simulate a matric stress and the permeating solute NaCI to simulate 
a solute stress. Our results indicate that cells in intact biofilms are more desiccation tolerant 
than planktonic cells. Moreover, we show that in dehydrating environments the most 
stressful factor is matric stress and not thermodynamically-equivalent solute stress. 
Material and methods 
Bacterial strains, growth conditions, and culture media 
In this study we used P. putida strain LH0001 (van de Mortel and Halverson, 2004), 
a spontaneous rifampicin-resistant variant of strain mt-2 (Nakazawa, 2002). Cultures were 
incubated at 27 °C unless indicated otherwise. The strain was maintained at -70 °C in 
glycerol stock and prior to each experiment cultivated on Luria-Bertani (LB) medium 
amended with 15 g L"1 agar. Media were supplemented with antibiotics when appropriate at 
the following concentrations (pg mL"1): rifampicin (25); streptomycin (50); and kanamycin 
(50). The defined minimal medium 21C and tryptone yeast extract (TYE) containing Hutner's 
mineral solution (Smibert and Krieg, 1994) were prepared as described previously 
(Halverson and Firestone, 2000; van de Mortel and Halverson, 2004). Media were supplied 
by Difco Co. (Detroit, Ml) and chemicals were supplied by FisherBioTech (Fair Lawn, NJ) or 
Sigma (St. Louis, MO) unless noted otherwise. 
Desiccation tolerance assay 
We modified the assay developed by Keel et al. (Schnider-Keel et al., 2001) for 
examining the desiccation tolerance of unsaturated biofilms. Biofilms were prepared by 
diluting overnight cultures grown in trypticase soy broth (TSB) in phosphate buffer saline 
(PBS) to 109 cells mL"1, filtering 20 mL of this suspension onto sterile filters (MF™ 
nitrocellulose membrane filter, 0.45 (am HA, 47 mm diameter; Millipore, Bedford, MA) and 
incubating the filters face-up on 50% trypticase soy agar (TSA) plates for 24 hours at 27 °C. 
Filters were cut into quarters with each section containing 3-5 separate biofilms (each ~1.5 
mm in diameter) and placed in a Petri dish. For preparation of planktonic cells, overnight 
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cultures were washed in PBS and four 5-gL aliquots were placed onto a sterile quarter 
section of a filter that had been preconditioned by overlaying it on a 50% TSA plate for 24h. 
Each aliquot was ~3 mm in diameter, resulting in only 6% of the inoculated area occupied by 
cells, assuming each cell was 1 by 3 urn in size, which is typical for cells grown under these 
conditions (W.-S. Chang, personal communication). 
Petri dishes without a lid containing the quartered filters were then placed in 
desiccators with different relative humidity (RH). To generate the desired relative humidity 
the reservoirs of glass desiccators were filled with water (100% RH) or with saturated 
NaBr03 (92% RH), KCI (85% RH), NaCI (76%), or NiCI2-6H20 (56% RH) solutions (Winston 
and Bates, 1960). Desiccators were kept at room temperature. To measure the water 
potential and water contents of filters, four quarters of a pre-weighed filter were each wetted 
with 50 fj.L of water and incubated for 3-5 min. The filter sections were then weighed and 
immediately placed in a desiccator. At each time point, four filter sections were removed 
from the desiccator, weighed, and the water potential was determined (WP4 Dewpoint 
PotentiaMeter; Decagon Devices, Pullman, WA). Water weight and water potential of filters 
were determined in four independent experiments. 
Culturable counts were determined for the inoculum and desiccated and 
undesiccated samples at various times by resuspending cells from filters in PBS by 
vortexing and sonicating them for 2 min (Bransonic Ultrasonic cleaner model 5210; 
Brandson, Danbury, CT) prior to plating dilutions onto TSA plates with a spiral plater (model 
D; Spiral Systems, Bioscience Int'l, Rockwell, MD). Desiccation survival was defined as the 
proportion of bacteria surviving the desiccated treatment relative to the undesiccated control 
treatment at 100% RH. A subset of desiccated samples was examined with a microscope to 
verify that the sonication step disrupted aggregates of cells to generate a population 
composed primarily of single cells. The experiment was repeated twice with four 
replications. 
Osmotic and matric stress shock tolerance 
P. putida LH0001 was grown overnight in basal TYE or 21C medium and an aliquot 
was transferred to fresh medium and to medium in which the water potential had been 
lowered to -2.5 MPa with either PEG8000 (430 g L"1) or NaCI (32 g L~1). Aliquots were 
diluted in isotonic PBS and culturable counts were determined by spiral plating (model D; 
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Spiral Systems, Bioscience Int'l). The experiment was repeated once (n=2) for TYE and five 
times (n=9) for 21C. 
Statistical analysis 
Statistical analysis was performed using JMP (version 5.1.1, SAS Institute, Gary, 
NC). For comparing desiccation survival, we performed a separate ANOVA of the log10-
transformed CFU or arcsine square root-transformed proportion of % survival data. The 
treatment effects were growth form (biofilm or planktonic cells), relative humidity, time and 
their 2- and 3-way interactions. For the % survival analysis, we excluded the 100% RH 
treatment and time zero since all treatments had 100% survival. A Student's f-test was used 
to compare treatment means. 
Results 
Desiccation tolerance of planktonic and biofilm cells 
We compared the effect of desiccation stress on the survival of cells cultivated in 
liquid culture (planktonic cells) with surface-grown cells (biofilm cells). Desiccation stress 
was imposed by exposing planktonic cells and intact biofilms to various relative humidity 
atmospheres, and tolerance was determined by comparing the number of CFU recovered 
from desiccated and undesiccated samples overtime. In the undesiccated treatment (100% 
RH), there was at most a 34% loss of water over the 120h period with no significant 
decrease in water potential (Figure 1). In the desiccation treatments, the rate of water loss 
increased with decreasing RH and water content and potentials did not change after 48h. A 
significant amount of water was lost from the filters without a significant decrease in water 
potential (e.g. 6h time period). 
In the undesiccated treatment, there was a slight increase in population sizes (Figure 
2A and B) within the first 6 to 24h, which did not significantly change (P=0.05) thereafter. 
Within the first 24h, on average, population sizes increased 9-fold in the planktonic 
treatments, while only 4-fold in the biofilm treatment. Growth of planktonic cells can result in 
the formation of aggregates consisting of up to 18 cells within the first 6 h and this 
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Figure 1. Water potential and rate of water loss from filters incubated under various relative humidity 
atmospheres. Water potential (A) and rate of water loss (B) in the desiccation assay; #,0 
100 % relative humidity (RH); T,V 92 % RH; 85 % RH; •,<> 76 % RH; A, A 56 % 
RH. Points represent the mean and bars the SEM of four experiments. 
Following the initial growth period, population sizes in both desiccated and 
undesiccated treatments reach a maximum population size (filter carrying capacity). 
Therefore, the decrease in culturability over time for the desiccated treatment was likely due 
to desiccation stress and not nutrient deprivation. In the desiccated treatment death 
generally occurred after 6h and was bi-phasic for planktonic cells, since from 6 to 24h there 
was a rapid decline in culturability followed by a less dramatic decline thereafter (Figure 2D). 
In contrast, biofilm cells showed a gradual decline in culturability after the initial small 
increase in population size (Figure 2C). By 120h, the number of culturable cells was 
significantly lower than at 48h in all treatments, except biofilm cells in the 56% RH treatment. 
Biofilm and planktonic cells exhibited significant reduction in survival by 120h in all 
desiccated treatments compared to their maximum population size observed within the first 
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Figure 2. Population sizes and survival of biofilm (filled symbols, panels A and C) and planktonic cells 
(open symbols, panels B and D) to desiccation stress. #,0 100 % relative humidity (RH); 
V,Y 92 % RH; •,• 85 % RH; <>,• 76 % RH; A, • 56 % RH. Panels A and B log10 CFU. 
Panels C and D % Survival of desiccated cells relative to undesiccated (100% RH) 
treatment. Points represent the mean and bars the SEM of two experiments each with four 
replications (n=8). 
Another approach for assessing survival relative to the undesiccated treatment is to 
compute the survival relative to the maximum population size (Table 1). Each treatment 
reached its maximum population size at 6h or reached a level that did not significantly differ 
from the maximum. Relative to population sizes at 6h, biofilm cells had up to 151-fold higher 
survival (average of 39-fold) compared to planktonic cells. 
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Planktonic cells Biofilm cells 
92 14.9 ±4.1 19.1 ±8.5 
85 1.7 ± 1.1 5.2 ± 1.5 
76 0.08 ± 0.03 12.3 ±8.0 
56 29.0 ± 13.7 53.2 ± 13.2 
8 % Survival was defined as the proportion of culturable cells at 120h relative to 
maximum population size. 
Differential survival of planktonic and biofilm cells was tested in a statistical linear 
model, which indicated that planktonic cells have significantly poorer survival than biofilm 
cells (P < 0.0001). The model also indicated an interaction effect between growth form 
(planktonic or biofilm cells) and RH (P < 0.0033), indicating that planktonic cells had poorer 
survival than biofilm cells within RH treatments. There was also a relative humidity effect (P 
< 0.0001) that did not correspond with our prediction that poorer survival would be 
correlated with decreasing RH. In the 56% RH treatment (Figure 2), population sizes did not 
decrease as dramatically as expected given the rapid loss of water (Figure 1). 
Survival of planktonic cells exposed to water stress 
While water was physically removed in the desiccation assay, there was concurrently 
an increase in the concentration of solutes. To ascertain which stress, matric or solute, is 
more disruptive to cells, we examined the effect of a sudden decrease in water potential by 
transferring culture aliquots grown in basal medium into liquid medium of lower water 
potential (-2.5 MPa PEG8000 or NaCI) (Harris, 1980). For 0 MPa ^-treatment there was no 
apparent lag period in growth whereas in the -2.5 MPa NaCI-treatment there was a short 
lag in growth (Figure 3A). Cells exposed to a -2.5 MPa V PEGSOOO-treatment had a much 
larger reduction in CFU compared to cells exposed to -2.5 MPa V NaCI, suggesting that 
matric water potential is more stressful to cells than a thermodynamically-equivalent solute 
water potential. The population of cells exposed to -2.5 MPa V NaCI-treatment increased in 
size after 3h, while only a small fraction of cells exposed to -2.5 MPa V PEGSOOO-treatment 
remained culturable by 24h. In a complex medium, a lag period was observed for all 
treatments. As observed in the -2.5MPa f NaCI 21C-treatment, cells started growing after 
an initial acclimation period. However, contrary to cells in the -2.5MPa V PEG8000 21C-
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treatment, cells in complex medium were able to increase in population size within 6h after 
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Figure 3. Survival of planktonic Pseudomonas putida LH0001 cells following sudden reductions in 
water availability. The experiment was performed in (A) defined minimal media and (B) 
complex media; #, unamended treatment; •, -2.5MPa NaCI-treatment; •, -2.5MPa 
PEGSOOO-treatment. Points represent the mean and the bars are SEM (A; n=9) or 
standard deviation (B; n=2). 
Discussion 
Phenotypic differences between biofilm and planktonic cells have been reported 
based on protein expression (Prigent-Combaret et al., 1999; Sauer et al., 2002) and 
resistance to toxic compounds, such as antimicrobials (Desai et al., 1998; Brooun et al., 
2000; Spoering and Lewis, 2001; Chavant et al., 2004), reactive oxygen intermediates (ROI) 
(Elkins et al., 1999; Hassett et al., 1999) and heavy metals (Teitzel and Parsek, 2003; 
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Harrison et al., 2004). To our knowledge this is the first report describing greater tolerance 
of biofilm than planktonic cells to a physical environmental stressor. Other studies have 
used artificial biofilms in which planktonic cells were encapsulated in alginate beads 
disregarding biofilm cell physiology or resuspended biofilm cells thereby ignoring the 
influence of biofilm architecture on tolerance (Elasri and Miller, 1999; Dykes et al., 2003). 
In the desiccation tolerance assay population sizes of planktonic and biofilm cells 
increased within the first 6h, indicating there were sufficient nutrients for growth (Figure 2). 
While population sizes of biofilm and planktonic cells showed similar trends over the course 
of the experiment, survival of planktonic cells declined more rapidly and to a greater extent. 
One explanation for decrease survival of planktonic cells compared to biofilm cells involves 
the number of cells per aggregate. Aggregates larger than 32 cells of Pseudomonas 
syringae pv. syringae in the phyllosphere are much more tolerant of desiccation stress 
(Monier and Lindow, 2003). The number of cells in aggregates formed by planktonic cells in 
the desiccated treatments only ranged from 7 to 18 (average of 11 cells). The presence of 
exopolysaccharides (EPS) could also be important in desiccation tolerance since they are 
capable of holding several times their weight in water (Dudman, 1977; Morse, 1990; 
Sutherland, 2001), increase in abundance under dehydrating conditions where they are 
mainly deposited at the biofilm-air interface (Chang and Halverson, 2003), and can 
contribute to desiccation tolerance (Ophir and Gutnick, 1994). Since larger numbers of cells 
within an aggregate are more likely to produce adequate amounts of EPS to create a 
protective microenvironment that confers desiccation tolerance, it is likely that in our study 
the increase in planktonic population size was too small to accumulate sufficient EPS at the 
air-interface to provide adequate protection. 
Generally, there was a reduction in the number of cells in the desiccated treatments 
after 24h, leading to a significant reduction in survival at 120h (Figure 2). In the 92% and 
85% RH treatments, there was no difference in survival at 120h between biofilm and 
planktonic cells, possibly because the conditions are not stressful enough (92%RH) or 
because the greater increase in planktonic population size within the first 6h is not reflected 
in the survival at 120h, which means that a 104 decrease in survival for planktonic cells from 
6 to 120h compared to a 102 decrease in survival are ignored when comparing survival at 
120h (85% RH). When survival is calculated relative to the maximum population size, the 
85, 76 and 56% RH treatments show a significant difference in survival between biofilm and 
planktonic cells. Surprisingly, in the 56% RH treatment, cells were less sensitive to 
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desiccation than in the 85% and 75% RH treatments (Figure 2). Greater tolerance during 
desiccation at low RH than high RH has previously been reported for various Rhizobium 
species (Hartel and Alexander, 1986; Mary et al., 1986). One possible explanation is that 
the rapid loss of water causes the cells to enter a quiescent state, thereby protecting them 
from desiccation damage. Alternatively, rapid loss of water causes the exopolymeric matrix 
surrounding the cells to collapse and form a protective film that is more resistant to water 
loss and thereby rendering cells below relatively hydrated (Sutherland, 2001). 
An important question to ascertain is whether during desiccation cells are 
compromised by the physical removal of water (matric stress), the concurrent increase in 
solute concentration (solute stress), or both. We therefore tested planktonic cells for their 
ability to survive water stress shocks imposed by PEG8000 or NaCI treatments to simulate a 
matric or solute stress, respectively (Harris, 1980). Planktonic cells survived solute stress 
shocks better than matric stress shocks (Figure 3A), or had longer acclimation times before 
growth resumed in the PEG8000 treatment (Figure 3B). This suggests that low-water-
content environments are more stressful than high osmolarity environments. 
An important factor determining stress tolerance is nutrient status, as evidenced by 
cells that are less matric stress-tolerant in a defined minimal medium than in a complex 
medium (Figure 3). Similar results were observed with Pseudomonas aeruginosa, which 
was less tolerant of heat stress and ethanol exposure when cultured in a defined minimal 
medium than when grown in complex medium, although sensitivity toward high osmolarity 
was similar (Jorgensen et al., 1999). This suggests that the type of nutrients available in the 
environment for uptake can aid in stress tolerance, avoiding the need of de novo synthesis. 
Since the complex medium contains osmoprotectants (Lamosa et al., 1998), it is very likely 
that these compounds are taken up to re-establish water potential equilibrium of the cell and 
its external environment, and therefore play an important role in mediating water stress 
tolerance, in particular matric stress (Figure 3). Additionally, the type and amount of 
nutrients may be important, because matric stress tolerance may be more energetically-
expensive to initiate repair or maintain homeostasis (Yanofsky and Horn, 1994; Schaechter 
et al., 2001; Santos et al., 2004). In chapter 2 we identified genes specifically regulated by 
matric stress including a substantial number of genes involved in energy metabolism (amino 
acids) and transport of small molecules (amino acids, sugars), suggesting that adaptation 
and tolerance to matric stress is energetically more expensive, or it is more efficient to 
transport compounds from the environment than to synthesize them de novo. 
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Summarizing, biofilm cells are more tolerant to desiccation stress than planktonic 
cells (Figure 2), although we can not ascertain the precise mechanism for this enhanced 
tolerance. The presence of a large protective exopolymeric matrix surrounding biofilm cells 
may render biofilm cells more resistant to desiccation stress than planktonic cells. P. putida 
strains in which biosynthetic genes for the EPS alginate have been disrupted are more 
desiccation sensitive (W.-S. Chang, personal communication, Appendix D), indicating that 
the presence of EPS plays a role in desiccation tolerance. Furthermore, we show that while 
the concentration of solutes increases with decreasing water content, matric stress is the 
main stressor influencing bacterial survival under water-limiting conditions (Figure 3). 
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Chapter 5. General discussion and future directions 
General discussion 
Water availability is an important factor determining microbial activity and survival in 
soil. Periodically, soils become water-saturated and the availability of water is determined 
primarily by the amounts of solutes present (solute potential). However, as water is removed 
from soils through evaporation and drainage, soils become water-limited and the water-film 
thickness around soil matrices varies depending on environmental factors. The water 
availability in unsaturated habitats is mainly reduced by the sorption of water to surfaces 
(matric potential), although the concentration of solutes also increases. 
With a solute stress, bacteria experience an osmotic pressure across the 
cytoplasmic membranes, since solutes are outer membrane permeable (but not cytoplasmic 
membrane permeable) therefore the pressure gradient occurs over the cytoplasmic 
membrane. However, with a matric stress bacteria experience an osmotic pressure across 
the entire cellular envelope since water is removed from the environment causing cellular 
dehydration. Although the effects of solute and matric stress on bacteria are likely very 
different, not much is known about bacterial matric stress physiology. 
Dehydration can cause damage to proteins and membranes and severe desiccation 
may damage nucleic acids. Many stress responses have overlapping functions to alleviate 
stress-mediated damage to cellular constituents (Chapter 1). We used the mini-Tn5-'p/?oA 
system to identify water-deprivation controlled (wdc) loci that were differentially regulated by 
water deprivation (Chapter 2). Using our experimental system to simulate matric and solute 
stresses in laboratory media, the expression of wdcv.phoA loci could be classified into 
different expression classes: wdc loci that were (a) matric stress-induced, (b) solute stress-
induced, (c) both matric and solute stress-induced, and (d) matric stress-repressed. These 
results support our hypothesis that bacteria respond differently to a matric stress than to a 
thermodynamically-equivalent solute stress. 
Our current model of tolerance mechanisms to matric stress is based in part on the 
characterization of the wdc loci. We observed an increase in uptake, transport and 
metabolism of mainly small organic compounds such as amino acids and sugars. It is likely 
that some of these compounds are involved in the accumulation of osmoprotectants, 
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analogous to what has been observed by others using solute stressed cells. Alternatively, 
the induction of genes involved in energy metabolism can also be required for the activation 
of energetically-costly tolerance mechanisms, or because matric stress disrupts other 
energy/metabolism systems. We observed the induction of alginate biosynthesis operon, 
altering the composition of the exopolysaccharide (EPS) layer surrounding P. putida in 
water-limited conditions, suggesting that the presence of alginate is an important trait, which 
has been confirmed by others in our laboratory (W.-S. Chang, personal communication). We 
also identified a relatively large number of genes involved in periplasmic protein refolding 
and degradation (protein fate), suggesting matric stress causes damage to envelope 
proteins and highlights the importance of maintaining functional proteins in the envelope. 
The activation of the envelope stress response, to the best of our knowledge, has not been 
found to be activated under dehydrating conditions. We observed the need for the 
degradation of damaged phospholipids and others have found that fatty acid composition is 
altered when cells are grown under matric stress conditions, illustrating the importance of 
maintaining membrane integrity. Our data also suggest that matric stress leads to oxidative 
stress, requiring the removal of free radical compounds. We found evidence that suggests 
that in water-limited environments flagellar motility is repressed. Since we also identified wdc 
loci of genes that had no associated function, we may be uncovering new functions required 
for growth and survival in water-limited habitats. 
The advantage of generating random transposon mutants to identify wdc loci is that 
we also have strains in hand that can be used to determine the role of those wdc loci in 
matric stress tolerance. We observed that many wdc loci were critical for desiccation 
survival, except the loci in the protein fate group, possibly because of functional redundancy 
in the envelope stress response. Studies into the cross-regulation of the wdc loci showed 
that although some genes are regulated by growth phase or other environmental stressors 
(temperature and toluene), many wdc loci were specifically regulated by matric stress. 
In Chapter 3 we investigated wdc200, a mutant in which the gene PP2318 was 
disrupted by transposon insertion. PP2318 was annotated as a GDSL-type lipase in the P. 
putida KT2440 genome sequence, suggesting it is a member of a broad family of lipolytic 
enzymes. PP2318 has high sequence conservation within conserved blocks among related 
Pseudomonas species and those regions were very similar to lysophospholipase L, from £. 
coli. wdc200::phoA was induced by matric stress and by cold shock and wdc200 was more 
sensitive to desiccation stress than the wild type. We showed that lysophosphatidyl glycerol 
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(LPG) is toxic and that wdc200 is more sensitive to LPG toxicity than the wild type. 
Moreover, we show that lysophospholipids accumulated under water-limited conditions, 
which has not been shown before. It is likely that the desiccation sensitivity of wdc2QQ can 
be attributed to the accumulation of toxic lysophospholipids. We conclude that PP2318 
likely functions as a lysophospholipase involved in preventing accumulation of toxic levels of 
lysophospholipids. 
While developing the desiccation assay, we made the observation that P. putida cells 
grown as intact biofilms are more desiccation tolerant than planktonic cells (Chapter 4). 
Although it has been accepted by many that biofilm cells are more stress tolerant than 
planktonic cells, most studies have focused on chemical agents and not much is known 
about resistance toward physical stressors. We also show that a matric stress is more 
stressful to planktonic cells than a thermodynamically-equivalent solute stress, suggesting 
that during dehydration matric stress is the dominant stress limiting bacterial growth and 
survival. 
Future directions 
The studies in this dissertation provide an insight into mechanisms employed by 
bacteria for growth and survival in water-limited conditions typically found in temperate soils. 
We already started exploring the role of PP2318 (wdc200), and found it is likely a 
lysophospholipase (Chapter 3). Experiments should be designed to assess enzymatic action 
of PP2318 to demonstrate conclusively that it functions as a lysophospholipase, and to 
assess its activity in fully h yd rated and water-limited conditions. Moreover, our study would 
be strengthened when it is determined that PP2318 is a monocistronic open reading frame 
(ORF), as is suggested by the presence of putative promoter/translation regulatory regions 
preceding the PP2318 and PP2319 genes. Evaluating whether overexpression of PP2318 
results in protection from desiccation would be useful for practical applications. 
We observed a relatively large number of genes involved in the transport and 
metabolism of small organic molecules whose protein products were important for 
desiccation tolerance. One possibility is that these compounds are used as or converted to 
osmoprotectants. Alternatively, these compounds may be used as energy sources to allow 
metabolically-expensive tolerance mechanisms to occur. One future research direction 
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could be to ascertain the chemical nature of these compounds and their fate in desiccated 
cells. 
It would be interesting to study the role of oxidative stress under water-limiting 
conditions. A possible candidate to start with would be wdc207, which encode for y-glutamyl 
transpeptidase, an enzyme involved in maintaining glutathione status, which is an 
antioxidant. Our results examining lipid composition of wdc200 showed an accumulation of 
lysophospholipids, possibly due to lipid peroxidation damage (Chapter 3). The role of 
wdc207 in preventing oxidative damage, and lipid peroxidation in particular, could be 
explored. 
As evidenced by the relatively large number of proteins involved in protein fate, 
damage of envelope protein may be a major problem for dehydrated cells. However, none of 
these wdc mutants had impaired survival when exposed to desiccating conditions, possibly 
due to redundant enzymes being expressed in envelope stress response. To explore the 
role of envelope stress response during dehydration, mutant strains in envelope stress 
response regulators could be generated. 
In Chapter 4 we report that biofilm cells are more tolerant than planktonic cells to 
desiccation. This raises the question whether the timing and extent to which cells perceive 
water deprivation in intact biofilms and planktonic cells differ. A wdc promoter-reporter gene 
fusion could be constructed to ascertain whether the perception of water deprivation in those 
two growth forms differ. In line with these studies, the protective role of exopolysaccharides 
(EPS) components against desiccation could be explored. It would be interesting to 
determine if the presence of a particular EPS component, such as alginate, influences the 
rate of drying to the extent that cells enmeshed in a particular EPS component do not 
perceive water deprivation as soon as or to a lesser extent than cells not enmeshed in it. We 
have started to explore this research avenue using wdc 167 (Appendix D), investigating the 
role of alginate. However, wdc167 may not be the best strain to use, since P. putida genome 
contains a functional homolog of algA and loss of AlgA activity may also affect 
lipopolysaccharide production. Work examining the role of EPS for growth in water-limited 
habitats is currently pursued by another graduate student in our laboratory. 
Finally, we observed that cells exposed to 56% relative humidity (RH) showed 
increased desiccation tolerance over cells exposed to higher RH (Chapter 4). It would be 
useful to determine whether preacclimation to matric stress improves desiccation tolerance. 
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Also, it would be interesting to determine how the rate of drying alters desiccation tolerance 
and whether relative humidities less than 56% would result in higher survival rates. 
Concluding remarks 
Through this research project, we have made contributions to the understanding of 
cellular responses to dehydration, by the elucidation of genes involved in growth and 
survival in water-limited environments. By using an organism native to soils, Pseudomonas 
putida, we have confidence that the identified traits important to growth and survival in 
water-limited conditions are crucial for successful colonization of niches in which cells are 
periodically or frequently exposed to fluctuations in environmental conditions. Since the 
physical effects of dehydration are likely universal, our findings may be relevant beyond the 
field of microbiology. A practical application of our findings is to select or engineer P. putida 
strains to better survive dry periods in the soil and therefore compete better with the native 
soil microbial community when introduced in bioremediation or biocontrol situations. 
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Appendix A. Additional alkaline phosphatase reporter gene 
induction profiles and desiccation tolerance plots 
Chapter 2 describes the generation and characterization of mini-TnS-'phoA mutants 
whose alkaline phosphatase (phoA) reporter gene activity is water-deprivation controlled. In 
this manuscript, it was not feasible to include plots of all the wdcv.phoA fusion expression 
profiles or the tolerance of each wdc mutant strain to desiccation stress. Therefore, we 
display the remaining plots in here. 
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Appendix B. Sequence analysis of mini-TnS-'pAoA 
Introduction 
Transposon mutagenesis has been used to randomly disrupt genes in bacteria and 
after selection and/or an appropriate screen mutants can be isolated. To detect bacterial 
genes regulated by a common stimulus researchers frequently use transposons with 
promoterless reporter genes to construct transcriptional or translational fusions (e.g. Beck et 
al., 1982; Castilho et al., 1984; Lindgren et al., 1986; Gutierrez et al., 1987; Taylor et al., 
1987; Azizan and Black, 1994; Nakayama and Watanabe, 1995; Rodriguez-Herva et al., 
1996). The reporter gene alkaline phosphatase (phoA) has been useful for identifying cell 
envelope constituents, since the gene product is only active when exported across the 
cytoplasmic membrane and remains active even when fused to another protein (Manoil et 
al., 1990). To identify cell envelope constituent that are regulated by matric stress (Chapter 
2), we used the transposable element mini-TnS-'p/ioA, which randomly inserts itself into the 
genome (de Bruijn and Rossbach, 1994). To identify genes that were disrupted by mini-Tn5-
'phoA insertion, we chose to use Arbitrary-Primed PGR (AP-PCR) to amplify DNA on either 
side of the transposon, that would then be sequenced to facilitate determining the probable 
function of the gene. Unfortunately, sequence information of the ends of m\ni-Tn5-'phoA was 
not available for designing primers that successfully amplified adjacent DNA. Consequently, 
we sequenced mini-Tn5-'phoA. 
Material and methods 
Plasmid DNA carrying mini-Tn5-'p/?oA (pUT-mini-Tn5-'p/?o>4) was isolated from 
Escherichia coli strain CC118 Âpir by alkaline lysis (Sambrook et al., 1989). Primers were 
made (Table 1) and sequencing was performed at the Iowa State University DNA 
Sequencing and Synthesis Facility. 
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Table 1. List of primers used to sequence mini-Tn5-'p/7oA 
Primer Sequence 
rPHOAS GCAGTAATATCGCCCTGAGC 




f3mTnK1 GCT G ACTT GACGGGACGG 
Results and discussion 
Nucleotide sequence was obtained and the various fragments were compiled to 
generate one fragment consisting of mini-TnS-'phoA (Figure 1). The Tn5 O-end border 
elements demark the transposon, which contains a promoterless alkaline phosphatase 
devoid of its secretion signal sequence, and the kanamycin resistance (KmR) gene. The 
kanamycin resistance gene is flanked by a 278 nt inverted sequence, which made it 
impossible to design transposon-specific primers on the 3' end of the transposon to amplify 
flanking genomic regions in conjunction with a random primer for AP-PCR. For identification 
of the disrupted wdc gene we therefore relied on primers that were specific to the 5' region. 
Figure 1. Graphical representation of mini-TnS-'phoA. Small black boxes indicate the inverted O-end 
repeats, which demark the borders of the transposon. The black arrow indicates the 
promoterless alkaline phosphatase reporter gene without its native secretion signal 
sequence. The white arrow is the kanamycin resistance gene, which is flanked by a 278 nt 
inverted sequence, represented by the grey bars. 
It should be noted that only some regions of the transposon were sequenced in both 
directions, which is customary when determining the sequence of new regions. The 5' 
region of the transposon was confirmed in multiple sequencing reactions and primers 
designed from this region were used successfully for AP-PCR. We concluded that it was not 
•M 
5' O-end 
 ^ '—[ 
3' O-end 'pboA KmR 
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feasible to design primers for the 3' region of the transposon, nor was it our goal to obtain 
the complete transposon nucleotide sequence. However, the sequence information was 
essential to the research presented in this dissertation and it is worthwhile to document this 
data. 
Following is the sequence of mini-Tn5-phoA. Highlighted with shaded boxes are the 
Tn5 O-ends; in bold are the alkaline phosphatase (phoA) and kanamycin resistance (Km*) 
genes; the 278nt inverted sequence is italicized. 
>mini-Tn5-'phoA 
































KmR gene > 


















inverted repeat> Tn5 O-end 
TTGCCATCACGAOTGTGCTGGTOATrAAACGCGGCGGOCGC&CrrGTGTATAAGAGTCAG 
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Appendix C. Mini-Tn5-'p/?oA insertion events in wdc loci 
Introduction 
In Chapter 2, we describe creation of mini-Tn5-'p/7oA mutants that give rise to 
wdcv.phoA gene fusions. Mutants were selected based on differential expression of the 
alkaline phosphatase reporter gene when grown on various water-limiting conditions. To 
elucidate the identity of the disrupted wdc gene, we amplified DNA sequence flanking the 5' 
site of the transposon and sequenced the amplified product. To verify that the obtained 
sequence flanked the transposon, we first identified the transposons O-end. Then we 
matched to sequence to the P. putida KT2440 genome sequence and GenBank using the 
BLAST algorithm (Altschul et al., 1990; Nelson et al., 2002). All sequences were present in 
the P. putida genome, except wcfc239 which resides on the pTOL piasmid (pWWO, Created 
et al., 2002). The twenty-five characterized transposon insertion occurred fairly randomly in 



















PP2449 PP2318 PP2386 
Figure 1. Location of water deprivation-controlled genes on the P. putida KT2440 genome. 
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The following graphical representations show the genomic context of the identified 
wdc genes. Information was obtained from The Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR) and 
the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI). Annotation differences exist 
between these two organizations, and if TIGR did not annotate a gene, but NCBI did, then 
that gene appears as non-capitalized pp-numbers in the table below each gene region 
overview. If NCBI did not annotate a gene, then this will be noted in the table as well. 
Although each organization obviously had different standards for annotating an open 
reading frame, there appeared to be no gene assignment conflicts. The genes disrupted by 
transposon insertions are indicated by a solid arrow and the insertion point of the 
transposon is marked. Flanking genes are indicated by an open arrow. A bar (i ,) is 
placed with the figures to illustrate the scale and represents 1,000 bp and a T-symbol 
represents a rho-dependent transcriptional terminator. (The information on terminators was 
not available for pTOL, wdc239). 
wcfc103 FKBP-type peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase (PP1714) 
mini-Tn5-'pfioA 














fklB-2 Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase, FKBP-type 
Conserved hypothetical protein 
Transcriptional regulator, Cro/CI family 
Hypothetical protein 
Conserved domain protein 
pcaQ Transcriptional regulator PcaQ 
pre Tail-specific protease pre 
MFS transporter, phthalate permease family 
Transcriptional regulator, AraC family 
Hypothetical protein 
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wdci 06 Outer membrane protein F (PP2089) 
m>m-Tr>5-'pbofi 
[ZH 
PP2081 ppsA PP2D83 cmaX cmpXsigXoprF cobA-1 
menG crfX 
PP2081 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP2082 ppsA Phosphoenolpyruvate synthase 
PP2083 Lipase, putative 
PP2084 menG S-adenosylmethionine:2-demethylmenaquinone 
methyltransferase 
PP2085 cmaX CmaX protein 
PP2086 crfX CrfX protein 
PP2087 cmpX CmpX protein 
PP2088 sigX RNA polymerase sigma factor CTx 
PP2089 oprF Outer membrane protein OprF 
PP2090 cobA-1 Uroporphyrin-lll C-methyltransferase 
wdci 59 Probable ABC type periplasmic sugar (maltose)-binding protein (PP1015) 
mini-TnS—'phoA 
gap-1 edd gtk g!tR-2W\ 013 PP1014 PP1015 PP1016 PB 018 oprB-1 bexR 
PP1017 PP1D20 
PP1009 gap-1 Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase 
PP1010 edd 6-Phosphogluconate dehydratase 
PP1011 glk Glucokinase 
PP1012 gltR-2 DNA-binding response regulator GltR 
PP1013 Sensor histidine kinase 
PP1014 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP1015 Sugar ABC transporter, periplasmic sugar-binding protein 
PP1016 Sugar ABC transporter, permease protein 
PP1017 Sugar ABC transporter, permease protein 
PP1018 Sugar ABC transporter, ATP-binding subunit 
PP1019 oprB-1 Porin B 
PP1020 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP1021 hexR Transcriptional regulator HexR 
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wdci 64 Aminotransferase, class I / Aspartate-tyrosine aminotransferase (PP1872) 
mir>i-Tn5-'phoA 
PP1868 PP1869ipm btpX PP1872 PP1874 PP1875 PP187B 
PP1873 
PP1868 ATP-dependent RNA helicase, DEAD box family 
PP1869 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP1870 tpm Thiopurine s-methyltransferase 
PP1871 htpX Heat shock protein HtpX 
PP1872 Aminotransferase, class I 
PP1873 PilB-related protein 
PP1874 Glutathione peroxidase 
PP1875 Sensor histidine kinase/response regulator 
PP1876 Conserved hypothetical protein 
wdc167 Mannose-1 -phosphate guanylyltransferase / mannose-6-phosphate isomerase 
(PP1277) 
minbTn^-'phoA 
PP1273 PP1274PP1276 atgA algF afgJ algt algL 
PP1272 PP1275 
PP1272 Multidrug efflux MFS membrane fusion protein, putative 
PP1273 Multidrug efflux MFS outer membrane protein, putative 
PP1274 Oxidoreductase, short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase 
family 
PP1275 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP1276 Hypothetical protein 
PP1277 algA Mannose-1 -phosphate guanylyltransferase/mannose-6-
phosphate isomerase 
PP1278 algF Alginate O-acetyltransferase 
PP1279 algJ Alginate O-acetylation protein AlgJ 
PP1280 algl Alginate O-acetylation protein Algl 
PP1281 algL Alginate lyase 
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wdd 69 Putative membrane protein (PP4512) 
mmt-Tno-phoA 
PP4507PP45DB PP4510 PP4512 PP4514 PP4515 recQ 
PP45D9 PP4S11 PP4513 
PP4507 Potassium uptake protein, TrkH family 
PP4508 Transcriptional regulator, AraC family 
PP4509 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP4510 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP4511 Transcriptional regulator, AraC family 
PP4512 Membrane protein, putative 
PP4513 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP4514 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP4515 Transcriptional regulator, MarR family 
PP4516 recQ ATP-dependent DNA helicase RecQ 
wdci 74 Conserved hypothetical protein / putative lipoprotein (PP1442) 
mini-Tn5-'phoA 
PP1440 PP1442 tar>-1 gcd oprB-2 PP144B PP1448 
PP1439 PP1441 PP1447 
PP1439 Hypothetical protein 
PP1440 Methyltransferase, putative 
PP1441 Methyltransferase, putative 
PP1442 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP1443 lon-1 ATP-dependent protease La 
PP1444 gcd Glucose dehydrogenase (pyrroloquinoline-quinone) 
PP1445 oprB-2 Porin B 
PP1446 TonB-dependent receptor 
PP1447 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP1448 Conserved hypothetical protein 
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wdci 75 DnaJ family chaperone, curved-DNA-binding protein (PP4848) 
mini-Tn5-'pt>QA 
Ot=XXX>^W:::::X=X]<>a 
PP4843 PP4845 PP484B PP4850 PP4853 
PP4842 PP4844 PP4847 PP4849 PP4B52 
PP484B PP4851 
PP4842 Branched-chain amino acid ABC transporter, permease 
protein, putative 
PP4843 Branched-chain amino acid ABC transporter, permease 
protein, putative 
PP4844 Branched-chain amino acid ABC transporter, ATP-binding 
protein, putative 
PP4845 Branched-chain amino acid ABC transporter, ATP-binding 
protein, putative 
PP4846 Phosphinothricin N-acetyltransferase, putative 
PP4847 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP4848 Curved-DNA-binding protein, DnaJ family 
PP4849 DnaK protein, putative 
PP4850 Membrane protein, putative 
PP4851 Phosphate starvation-inducible protein, PSIF precursor 
PP4852 Transcriptional regulator, AraC family 
PP4853 Membrane protein, putative 
wdc177 Putative carboxyl-terminal protease family (PP5058) 
mini-Tn5-'phoA 
secS pgm PP5057 PP5058 PPS0S9 PP5DBD 
PP5D54 
PP5D55 
PP5053 secB Protein-transport protein SecB 
PP5054 Glutaredoxin 
PP5055 Rhodanese domain protein 
PP5056 pgm 2,3-Biphosphoglycerate-independent phosphoglycerate 
mutase 
PP5057 Peptidase, M23/M37 family 
PP5058 Carboxyl-terminal protease 
PP5059 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP5060 Hypothetical protein 
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wdci 82 Serine protease inhibitor ecotin (PP3072) 
*wC-f PP3072 PP3074 PP3075 PP3077 PP307B 
PP3071 WW PP3076 pp/C-2 PP3081 
PP3070 ppiC-1 Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase C 
PP3071 Acetoacetyl-CoA synthetase, putative 
PP3072 Ecotin 
PP3073 bdhA 3-Hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase 
PP3074 Membrane protein, putative 
PP3075 a54-dependent transcriptional regulator 
PP3076 ABC transporter, permease protein, putative 
PP3077 ABC transporter, permease protein, putative 
PP3078 ABC transporter, periplasmic binding protein, putative 
PP3079 ppiC-2 Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase C 
PP3080 aroF-2 Phospho-2-dehydro-3-deoxyheptonate aldolase, class I 
PP3081 Conserved hypothetical protein TIGR00481 
wdci 90 Putative lipoprotein (PP2121) 
pckB PP2119 PP2120 PP2121 moeA PP2I24PP2125 
PP2118 mwB-f PPZI26 
PP2117 pdxB Erythronate-4-phosphate dehydrogenase 
PP2118 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP2119 ABC efflux transporter, permease/ATP-binding protein, 
putative 
PP2120 Methyl-accepting chemotaxis transducer 
PP2121 Lipoprotein, putative 
PP2122 moaB-1 Molybdenum cofactor biosynthesis protein B 
PP2123 moeA Molybdopterin biosynthesis MoeA protein 
PP2124 Glycosyl transferase, putative 
PP2125 Conserved hypothetical protein TIGR00147 
PP2126 DNA-binding response regulator, LuxR family 
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wdd 95 Probable cytochrome c-type protein (PP3823) 
mir>i-Tr>5-'phaA 
gar PP3B2D gslU PP3823 PP3827 roodfl 




PP3819 gor Glutathione reductase 
PP3820 Group II intron-encoding maturase 
PP3821 galU UTP-glucose-1 -phosphate uridylyltransferase 
PP3822 Cytochrome c family protein 
PP3823 Cytochrome c-type protein 
PP3824 Hypothetical protein 
PP3825 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP3826 Hypothetical protein 
PP3827 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP3828 modA Molybdate ABC transporter, periplasmic molybdate-binding 
protein 
PP3829 modB Molybdate ABC transporter, permease protein 
wdc200 Lysophospholipase L, / GDSL-like lipase (PP2318) 
PP2313 PP2316 PP2317 PP2320 PP2323 PP2325 
PP2318 PP2321 
PP2314 PP2319 
PP2313 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP2314 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP2315 greB Transcription elongation factor GreB 
PP2316 ABC transporter, permease protein, putative 
PP2317 ABC transporter, ATP-binding protein, putative 
PP2318 Lysophospholipase L, / GDSL-like lipase 
PP2319 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP2320 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP2321 Hypothetical protein 
PP2322 oprl Outer membrane lipoprotein Oprl 
PP2323 Conserved domain protein 
PP2324 aroF-1 Phospho-2-dehydro-3-deoxyheptonate aldolase, class I 
pp2325 Ketopantoate reductase 
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wdc205 Hypothetical protein (PP2396) 
mini-Tr>$-'pt>oA 
poSB PP2394 PP239S PP2396 PP2398 PP24DQ 
PP2397 PP2399 
PP2393 polB DNA polymerase II 
PP2394 Leucine-rich repeat domain protein 
PP2395 Leucine-rich repeat domain protein 
PP2396 Hypothetical protein 
PP2397 EF hand domain protein 
PP2398 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP2399 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP2400 Conserved hypothetical protein 
wdc206 Dipeptide ABC transporter, periplasmic peptide-binding protein (PP0885) 
prfC PPD873 PP0875 PP0B76 dppF dppDdppC dppB 
PP0874 PPO077 
mir>hTr>5—'phoA 
<=<=K; 14"^» 0=3 
dppA PP0883 PP0884 PPQ885 PPD886 PPQB87 
i 1 
PP0872 prfC Peptide chain release factor 3 
PP0873 Periplasmic polyamine-binding protein, putative 
PP0874 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP0875 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP0876 Transcriptional regulator, AraC family 
PP0877 Hypothetical protein 
PP0878 dppF Dipeptide ABC transporter, ATP-binding protein 
PP0879 dppD Dipeptide ABC transporter, ATP-binding protein 
PP0880 dppC Dipeptide ABC transporter, permease protein 
PP0881 dppB Dipeptide ABC transporter, permease protein 
PP0882 dppA Dipeptide ABC transporter, peripl. dipeptide-binding protein 
PP0883 Porin, putative 
PP0884 Dipeptide ABC transporter, peripl. peptide-binding protein 
PP0885 Dipeptide ABC transporter, peripl. peptide-binding protein 
PP0886 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP0887 Sensor histidine kinase 
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wdc2Q7 y-Glutamyltransferase (PP4659) 
m>ni-Tn5-'pt>oA 
pea G PP4657 PP4658 ggt-2 PP4BBD PP46B3 
pcaH PP4661 PP46B4 
PP4BB2 
PP4655 pcaG Protocatechuate 3,4-dioxygenase, a-subunit 
PP4656 pcaH Protocatechuate 3,4-dioxygenase, p-subunit 
PP4657 Metallopeptidase, zinc binding 
PP4658 Methyl-accepting chemotaxis transducer 
PP4659 ggt-2 y-Glutamyltransferase 
PP4660 Transcriptional regulator, LysR family 
PP4661 Oxidoreductase, putative 
PP4662 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP4663 Membrane protein, putative 
PP4664 Transcriptional regulator, LysR family 
wdc211 Hypothetical protein (PP3930) 
minhTnS-'phoA 
PP3925 PP3927 PP393D PP3932 
PP392B PP3929 PP3931 PP3933 
PP392B 
i 1 
PP3925 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP3926 Oxidoreductase, short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase 
family 
PP3927 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP3928 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP3929 Hypothetical protein 
PP3930 Hypothetical protein 
PP3931 Transporter, sodium/sulfate symporter family 
PP3932 GGDEF domain protein 
PP3933 Conserved hypothetical protein 
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wdc222 Proline dehydrogenase / A1-pyrroline-5-carboxylate dehydrogenase (PP4947) 
<XX= 






wdc223 Probable dienelactone hydrolase family protein (PP1184) 
mini- Tn5-'phoA 
PP1180 PP11B2 PP1184 phoPpboQ dctA 
nrcSA PP11B1 PP1163 aprfi 
PP1179 nrdA Ribonucleoside reductase, alpha subunit 
PP1180 Hypothetical protein 
PP1181 DNA-binding response regulator 
PP1182 Sensor histidine kinase 
PP1183 Siderophore biosynthesis protein, putative 
PP1184 Dienelactone hydrolase family protein 
PP1185 oprH Outer membrane protein H1 
PP1186 phoP Transcriptional regulatory protein PhoP 
PP1187 phoQ Sensor protein PhoQ 
PP1188 dctA C4-dicarboxylate transport protein 
mmt-Tno-pboA 
putA PP4948 
Carbamoyltransferase, NodU family 




Acyl-CoA dehydrogenase family protein 
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wdc221 Flagellar hook protein (PP4388) 
mir>i-Tr>5-'phoA 
PP4379 flgl flgK fig J flgl flgHflgG flgF ftg£ flgD ffgBcheR 
PP4387 mc 
PP4379 3-Oxoacyl-(acyl-carrier-protein) synthase III 
pp4380 figL Flagellar hook-associated protein FlgL 
pp4381 flgK Flagellar hook-associated protein FlgK 
pp4382 figJ Peptidoglycan hydrolase FlgJ 
PP4383 flgl Flagellar P-ring protein precursor Flgl 
pp4384 figH Flagellar L-ring protein precursor FlgH 
pp4385 %G Flagellar basal-body rod protein FlgG 
pp4386 flgF Flagellar basal-body rod protein FlgF 
pp4387 Hypothetical protein 
pp4388 figE Flagellar hook protein FlgE 
pp4389 flgD Flagellar basal-body rod modification protein FlgD 
pp4390 %c Flagellar basal-body rod protein FlgC 
PP4391 figB Flagellar basal-body rod protein FlgB 
pp4392 cheR Chemotaxis protein methyltransferase CheR 
wdc228 Aromatic amino acid transport protein (PP4495) 
mlni-TnS-'phoA 4 X 
PP4493 PP4494 PP4495 PP4496 PP4497 PP4499 
PP4498 
PP4493 oxidoreductase, putative 
PP4494 Transcriptional regulator. LysR family 
PP4495 Aromatic amino acid transporter 
PP4496 RNA pseudouridine synthase, RsuA family (notannotated by NCBD 
PP4497 Conserved hypothetical protein TIGR00281 
PP4498 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP4499 Sua5/YciO/YrdC/YwlC family protein 
wdc233 Putative peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase D (PP2304) 
PP2294 PP229S PP2297PP2298 Mr c$)X Aw)-2 PP2304 PP2305 
PP2296 
PP2294 Hypothetical protein 
PP2295 Antirestriction protein, putative 
PP2296 Hypothetical protein 
PP2297 Integrative genetic element Ppu40, integrase 
PP2298 Hypothetical protein 
PP2299 tig Trigger factor 
PP2300 dpP ATP-dependent CIp protease, proteolytic subunit CIpP 
PP2301 ClpX ATP-dependent CIp protease, ATP-binding subunit ClpX 
PP2302 lon-2 ATP-dependent protease La 
PP2303 hupB DNA-binding protein Hll-p 
PP2304 Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase 0, putative 
PP2305 Conserved hypothetical protein 
wdc234 Tetratricopeptide repeat domain protein (PP3428) 
m>ni-Tn5-'pt)oA 
mexE mexF oprN PP3428 PP3429 PP3430 
PP3425 mexE Multidrug efflux RND membrane fusion protein MexE 
PP3426 mexF Multidrug efflux RND transporter MexF 
PP3427 oprN Multidrug efflux RND outer membrane protein OprN 
PP3428 TPR domain protein 
PP3429 Response regulator/sensor histidine kinase 
PP3430 Sensory box histidine kinase/response regulator 
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wdc239 Endonuclease (ORF189) 
mir>iTn5::pf>oA 
traC nuc mpfj mpfl mpfHmpfG mpfFmpfE mpfD mpfC 
ORF188 OFF 199 
kikA ORF2QO 
traC TrwC 





mpfH (= VirBIO) 
mpfG TrbG (= VirB9) 
mpfF VirB8 
mpfE TrwD (= VirB6) 
orf199 NTD lysostaphin 
orf200 orf200 
mpfD VirB5 
mpfC TrbE (= VirB4) 
wcfc243 Hypothetical protein (PP2449) 
minbTn'o-'phoA 
PP2445 PP2448 PP2449 ertdA-1 ansA rbsBrbsA 
PP2444 PP2446 PP2450 PP2452 
PP2447 
i 1 
PP2444 Transcriptional regulator, LysR family 
PP2445 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP2446 Hypothetical protein 
PP2447 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP2448 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP2449 Hypothetical protein 
PP2450 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP2451 endA-1 Endonuclease I 
PP2452 Conserved hypothetical protein 
PP2453 ansA L-asparaginase II 
PP2454 rbsB Ribose ABC transporter, periplasmic ribose-binding protein 
PP2455 rbsA Ribose ABC transporter, ATP-binding protein 
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Wc252 Flagellin (PP4378) 
mini-TrtS-'phoA 











fleQ Transcriptional regulator FleQ 
Conserved hypothetical protein 
fliS Flagellar biosynthetis protein FliS 
fliD Flagellar cap protein FliD 
Flagellin FlaG, putative 
fliC Flagellin FliC 
3-Oxoacyl-(acyl-carrier-protein) synthase III 
flgL Flagellar hook-associated protein FlgL 
flgK Flagellar hook-associated protein FlgK 
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Appendix D. Exopolysaccharide quantification of an a/g4 
Pseudomonas puf/da mutant under water-limited conditions 
Introduction 
We isolated transposon mutants and screened for matric stress-induction of alkaline 
phosphatase (phoA) reporter gene activity (Chapter 2). Sequencing of the transposon 
insertion site of strain wdd67 revealed that gene PP1277 had been disrupted, which is the 
last gene, algA, in the exopolysaccharide alginate biosynthesis operon (Figure 1). 
Expression of the biosynthesis genes is under control of the algD promoter and the whole 
region spanning algD to algA act as an operon, although in Azotobacter vinelandii promoters 
have been found that transcribe algL and algA independent of algD transcription (Lloret et 
al., 1996). The regulation of algD is directed by the a-factor AlgT (Algll) and transcriptional 
activator AlgR (Schurr et al., 1994; Wozniak and Ohman, 1994), although a number of 
additional genes are involved in the regulation of alginate production. 
mir>bTn5-'phoA 
PP1276 afgA algF algJ atgf aSgL aigX PP1283 atgE 
< — \  i  y 
afgK PP1286 PP1287 algD PP1289 PP1290 
Figure 1. Diagram of alginate biosynthesis operon starting with algD and ending with algA (in black). 
The site of the mini-TnS-'phoA insertion is indicated. 
Alginate is an unbranched exopolysaccharide consisting of the uronic acids 
mannuronic acid and guluronic acid and can be arranged as homopolymers of either of 
these uronic acids or as a heteropolymer (Gacesa, 1998). Bacterial alginates vary in length, 
monomeric composition, and in the degree of acetylation, which affects their 
physicochemical properties (Rehm and Valla, 1997). The high molecular mass of bacterial 
alginate and the negative charge, ensure that the polysaccharide is hydrated and viscous. 
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Extensive acetylation increases water-binding capacity, which may be important in 
enhancing dehydration tolerance in water-limited environments (Rehm and Valla, 1997; 
Gacesa, 1998). 
PP1277 is also known as algA and encodes a bi-functional enzyme with mannose-1 -
phosphate guanylyltransferase and mannose-6-phosphate isomerase activity and functions 
early in the alginate biosynthetic pathway (Figure 2). AlgA transfers fructose-6-phosphate 
into mannose-6-phosphate in the first step using the mannose-6-phosphate isomerase 
activity. AlgC subsequently transformes mannose-6-phosphate into mannose-1 -phosphate, 
which then serves as substrate with GTP for AlgA that transfers it to GDP-mannose and 














































Figure 2. Schematic representation of alginate biosynthetic pathway and overlaps with 
lipopolysaccharide (LPS) biogenesis. (Adapted from Govan and Deretic, 1996; Rehm and 
Valla, 1997; Gacesa, 1998) 
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Results and discussion 
To quantify EPS production we grew the wild type (LH0001) and mini-Tn5-'p/>oA 
transposon mutant (wdc 167; Chapter 2) from -70 0 C freezer stocks on tryptone-yeast 
extract (TYE) medium containing 15 g L"1 agar. Cells were resuspended from plates in 
phosphate-buffered saline to an OD66onm = 1. Sterile Magna nylon membranes (0.45 p, 
82mm, Osmonics Cat # N00Y08250) were inoculated with 100 juL of cell suspension and 
placed onto plates with unamended TYE medium or medium in which the water potential 
had been lowered to -1.5MPa using PEG8000 or NaCI (Chapter 2). After 24h, cells were 
resuspended off the membranes in 20 mL of 0.85% NaCI and spun down for 30 min at 
8,000 rpm, after which the supernatant was decanted and filtered (0.22 ju.m syringe filter) 
while incubated on ice. Three volumes of absolute ethanol (stored at -20 °C) were added to 
the culture supernatant before incubation at -70 °C overnight. The ethanolic supernatant 
was spun down for 30 min at 13,000 rpm at 4 °C after which the pellet was air dried 
overnight at room temperature. The EPS pellet was resuspended in 2 mL of sterile water 
and frozen until sugar determinations were performed. To assess the biomass of the 
samples, the protein content was determined for the culture pellets using the BioRad protein 
assay. The experiment was performed twice with 3 replications each, except in experiment 1 
where LH0001 was not replicated. 
Total sugar content of the EPS sample was determined using the phenol-sulfuric 
acid reaction (Dubois et al., 1956). Briefly, 100 and 200 pi sample aliquots were diluted into 
2 mL of water to which 50 pL 80% phenol and 5 mL of concentrated sulfuric acid were 
added. Samples were mixed and the OD488nm was measured. The total sugar content of the 
samples was determined by use of a glucose standard curve (Table 1). 
Uronic acids, which will quantify the amount of mannuronic acid and guluronic acid 
as an estimate of the amount of alginate produced, were determined using the meta-
hydroxy-diphenyl method (Blumenkrantz and Asboe-Hansen, 1973). Briefly, 200 jjL EPS 
sample was mixed with 1.2 mL 0.0125M sodium borate in sulfuric acid and placed on ice 
until tubes cooled down. Tubes were then heated in a water bath at 100 °C for 5 min. After 
cooling the tubes on ice, 20 pi 0.15% mefa-hydroxy-diphenyl in 0.5% NaOH solution was 
added. Within 5 min the OD52onm was measured. The uronic acid content of the samples was 
determined by comparing the readings to a glucoronic acid standard curve (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Total sugar and uronic acid contents of the EPS material produced by wdc167 and wild type 
under water-limited conditions. 
Strain Sugar content (jig/mg protein) 
OMPa V -15 MPa V NaCI -1.5 MPa V PEG8000 
Neutral sugar content 
LH0001 15.10 ± 1.64 c 14.56 ±2.70 be 35.34 ± 3.70 a 
wdc167 21.36 ± 1.74 c 15.08 ± 1.47 b 42.72 ±4.14 a 
Uronic acid content 
LH0001 3.15 ± 0.26 b 1.81 ± 0.36 be 11.50 ± 1.81 a 
wdc167 3.51 ± 0.48 b 1.81 ± 0.38 c 8.36 ± 1.46 a 
Mean ± SEM of 2 experiments with three replications, except LH0001. Values with 
the same letter for each sugar determination are not statistically different based on a 
Student's f test (P<0.05). 
Statistical analysis fitting a model with strain, treatment, replication and strain -
treatment interaction for log10-transformed neutral sugar and uronic acid content showed 
that significantly more uronic acid and total sugars are produced in matric stress treatments. 
However, there was no difference in total sugars or uronic acid between wdcl 67 and the 
wild type in any of the treatments. This indicates that alginate is still being made by the 
mutant. Likely, a functional homolog allowed for the production of some alginate. This 
paralog likely is PP1776, which also has mannose-1 -phosphate guanylyltransferase and 
mannose-6-phosphate isomerase activities. 
We also tested the desiccation tolerance of wdc167 in the filter desiccation tolerance 
assay (Chapter 2). As observed with other wdc strain, the population sizes were highly 
variable at 6h, especially of wdcl67 (Figure 3). Regardless of the initial response, at 24h 
wdc167 and the wild type reached similar population sizes in both the undesiccated and 
desiccated treatments. The population sizes did not change in the undesiccated treatments 
after 24h, while the population sizes decrease in the desiccation treatment, and decreased 
more for wdd67. After 120h exposure to desiccation, survival of wdc 167 was significantly 
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Figure 3. Desiccation tolerance of wdcl 67 and LH0001. Culturability of cells exposed to desiccating 
(76% RH, V) and non-desiccating conditions (100% RH, •) and their desiccation survival 
relative to the undesiccated treatment (•, dashed line). LH0001 (A, reprinted from Mol 
Microbiol 52:735-750) wdc167 (B). The points are the mean and bars the SEM of three 
experiments. 
wdcl 67 contains a mini-Tn5-'p/7oA-disrupted algA (PP1277) gene that does not 
abolish the strains ability to produce uronic acid (presumably alginate) when grown on -
1.5MPa V PEGSOOO-amended medium (Table 1). It is likely that functional redundancy in 
the P. putida genome contains a functional homolog(s) that can substitute for the two 
enzymatic functions of AlgA. Indeed, P. putida contains a paralog, PP1776, which also has 
mannose-1 -phosphate guanylyltransferase and mannose-6-phosphate isomerase activities. 
The proteins are 45% identical and 63% similar over nearly the complete length. It is very 
likely that this protein substitutes for AlgA in the alginate biosynthetic pathway. However, 
upon more severe dehydration in the desiccation assay, the paralog PP1776 may be more 
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susceptible to dehydration stress and likely does not function as well as AlgA as evidenced 
by the reduced survival of wdc167 relative to the wild type in the desiccation assay. This 
might represent an example where isozymes appear to be active under different conditions. 
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